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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This study does not attempt to give the reader a
complete picture of the method of teaching history in the
classrooms of the Seventeen Negro High Schools Accredited
by the Southern Association for Schools and Colleges, but
has followed the techniques with all the limitations that
have been used before .

The person who deals with social

statistics soon realizes that many apparently objective
facts are hard to ascertain.

For example, the persons in

penal institutions , the number of persons who died of a
particular disease, and the number of radios in the
United States appear to be easily ascertainable data, but
one familiar with such enumberations soon learns that he
must accept approximations which may give an exact picture
of the situation. 1
In dealing with the educational statistics, it
should be recognized that there is no national system of
education.

Education is primarily the function of the

states; and, inspite of the growth of federal participation, the legal structure of school system remains unchanged.

1

The United States Office of Education has only

Edgar B. Wesley, American History in Schools and Colleges
p.

27.

2

indirect power to require reports and statistics, and its
limited budget has not always enabled it to gather all
desirable data, even on a voluntary or sampling basis. 2
As a result, evidence from four sources has been used.
These evidences do not make mention of the method of
teaching, the teacher's qualification, or type of classroom
e quipment

and materials to be used in the teaching process.

The only thing that is mentioned is the offering of history
to be taught.

These evidences are as follows:

(1) state

laws (2) regulations of state departments of education

(3) city courses of study, and (4) special studies made in
selected areas, states, and periods. 3
The teaching of history in the public schools had
its beginning in Bohemia Cecil County, Maryl and in

1745.

It was found in the program of the schools of Philadelphia.

In May, 1821, when the first high school of Boston

opened, history was in its program.

It was in 1827 that

Massachusetts, by statutory mandate, placed the history
of the United States on the list of subjects to be taught
in the states, in every city, town, and district of five
hundred families or more . 4
2

By 1833 , history was found in

Ibid . , p. 27.

3Edgar B. Wesley, American History in Schools and Colleges
p.

29.

•R. M. Tryan, "One Hundred Years of History in Secondary
Schools of the United States, 11 School Review,
Volume 42, February, 1934, pp. 99-103.

3
the curriculum of the Massachusetts schools and academies.
Along with this move, the state of New York offered history in all of the sixty academies with forty-six offering United States history. 6
When the new states came into the Union, there came
a great interes t in the United States history; as a result,
Michigan manifested the keenest interest.

In 1837; at the

beginning of statehood, the superintendent of public
instruction included in his report a plea for the teaching
of history. 6

By 1860, history became firmly established

as a subject of study even though it was not pursued by a
large number of students .

Texas added history to its

free system of education in 1868 . 7
All the early laws passed before 1900 in this subject were directed to the elementary schools; but, since
that date, laws on this subject have been directed to the
high schools, grades XI or XII. 8
In its report of 1909, a committee of eight of the
American Historical Association recommended that some form
of .American history should be taught in every grade in the
schools .

Indian life, stories of National heroes, special

celebrations, biographical s tudies, and European background

6

Ibid., pp . 94- 96 .

6

Frederick Eby, The Development of Education in Texas,
p.

51.

7

Ibid . , p. 50.

8

Wesley, Op. Cit., p . 30.

4
as well as more formally organized courses constituted
the main content of the recommended program.

8

The growth of the practice of offering American
History in the middle grades did lessen its frequency in
grades VII and VIII.

A study of 259 school systems was made

in 1910 which showed that history was taught in

85

per

cent of those grades; and 79 per cent in grade VII .

A

survey of 1032 schools in the North Central Association
shows that 95 per cent of them offered American history
in the school year of 1916-1917 . io
The result of the requirement of history of those
who expected to enter college and for the training for
citizenship encouraged the offering of history in the
schools.

Additional legislation in the 1920 1 s and 1930 1 s

served to make American history courses in the high schools
a standardized offering. ii
In 1934 some attention was given to the qualifi cations of the history teacher .

In the conclusion and

recommendations in the report of the commission on social
studies, it was revealed that in comparison with social

8

Ibid., pp . 37- 38.

l.Olbid . , p. 37.
iisee, also , R. R. Vane~ High School Manual,
State of Tennessee Department of Education,
1946, pp . 51-56.

science teachers in the more advanced European countries
the American teachers were poorly trained.

It was found,

except in the large populated centers and few favored
states, that his professional preparation was small in
quantity and poor in quality, as he had no adequate conception of the significance of education as a social force.
Until that situation was drastically improved the school
could not be expected to play an effective role in equipping the younger generation to discharge its arduous and
urgent civic and social obligation. 12
Following this development, between 1934 and 1941,
the American history course in the senior high schools of
Texas retained its position in that state as second in
frequency among the social studies subjects; and in this
period, nearly nine-tenths of the courses in both junior
and senior high schools were in .full year length. 13
The history survey published by flle New York Times
on April 4, 1943, stirred the fire under a pretty kettle
of fish.

The test program was given some 7,000 college

freshmen and designed to determine the amount of United
States history that the high school graduate retains
12

Conyers Read, Conclusion and Recommendations of the
Commission, p. 16.

13

Wesley, Op. Cit., p. 38.
See, also, John w. Brooker, "Commonwealth of Kentucky,"
Educational Bulletin Manual of Or anization and
n s rat on
Schools, Department of
, Volume VIII,
August, 19 O, p. 33.

6
from his secondary
retain much.

11

course ,

11

revealed that they did not

Worse than that, some of the respondents

had curious , if not startling, misinformation concerning
presidents, geography, and important events .

'Ihe first

result of these disclosures was to have a very large and
accusing finger pointed at the high schools.
lication pu t it, there was "consternation. "
few educators criticized the test itself .

As one pubLater on, a

Some claimed

that it was not properly constructed; some , that it asked
the wrong questions; and still others suspected that the
students who took the test did not take it seriously.
Nevertheless, the rebuttals have not and probably will
never repai r the damage done by the original blast.

'Ihe

public has been made aware that something is wrong, and to
date the high schools are the chief

11

goats 11 for not teach-

ing history properly, and the colleges are rebuked for not
making American history compulsory . 1 4
What is most amazing about the whole business is
the surprise of certain educators at the results of the
survey, for if we recall a few fundamentals of educational
psychology, the results are not too surprising; and, what
is , perhaps , more important need not lead to consternation

1

"H. s . Browdy, 11History Without H1steria , 11 School and
Society, Volume 58 , No. 1494, (August 14, 1943),
p. 106 .

7
or hysteria. 16
In regard to retention of learned material , i t is
generally known that:
that require

(1) At all types of examinations ,

active recall by t he respondent, is frequent-

ly the most difficult.

The Time test was made up l argely

of items of this sort, (2) Retention varies with material,
attitudes, principles , and application of specific facts
only loosely organized with each other .
on the Time test were questi ons of facts .
amounts of

11

Most of the items

{3 )

Extensive

learned" materials are lost almost immediatel y

after study in great many of the school subjects of which
history is one .

Smaller but not considerable amounts are

lost as more time elapses . 1 6
In view of these considerations and the probability
that some questions were answered frivolously, the amount
retained albeit small, was not too surprising.

On the

other hand, the results furnish no grounds for inferring
that certai n principle~ if taught , have not been retained
better than the material tested . 17
We may suggest , therefore , that the Time survey
shows that a certain selected set of historical facts was
not over learn ed.
1

This set of facts may even have been

fSibi d. , p . 106.

16
17

Ibi d ., pp . 106- 107 .

Ibid ., p . 1 07 .

8

learned, but there i s a great difference between ordinary
learning and over learning.

If this is what we want in

the teaching of history; and, if we are willing to take
the time from other objectives , it can be managed . 18
There will have to be intentional overlearning--repetition and drill--long after learning,and retention through
use .

The survey indicates an increasing muddle in objec -

tives in the teaching of history . 19
As a result of this Time test, attention has been
turned to the teachers and students .

Edgar Wesley and

others made a recent study for teachers in

1944

and found

that from year to year the superintendents or principals
of schools were faced with the problem of fitting their
faculty to the schedule; and, too, they had blindly
assigned history or other social studies to teachers who
were uninterested as well as untrained .

It should be

recognized now, that historical knowledge, which might be
acceptable for a general education, is woefully inadequ ate
for a teacher of history . 20
Since surveys reveal such tragic conditions about
historical knowledge that exist pertaining to teachers and
students, recommendations have been made for both groups .

l.

8

Ibid. ' p . 107 .

I

19

Ibid ., p . 1 09 .

20

Wesley, Op . Cit . , pp.

94-95 .

9
The report of the Committee on American History in Schools
and Colleges of the American Historical Association, the
Mississippi Valley Historical Association, and the National Council for the Social Studies was made for the students, which recommends, in brief, their plans or suggestions of irreducible content, the principal emphasis for
each level at which history is taught.

This minimum

content is designed to be national in scope and application.
It 1s recommended for all schools in the United States
because of its core of content.

It is designed to contain

enduring elements of American history.

Shifts in emphasis

will occur, but it is likely that this content will per-

sist.

Social changes and research may modify details and

interpretation but these elements will still constitute
the core of American history.
Other recommendations have been made to the Board

of Regents in New York; they are:

(1) Eighth grade .Amer-

ican history should shift from topic to chronological, including post civil events .

(2) High school history

instruction should be increased from two years to three
years, equally divided between American and World histories.
(3) World history should not be "indiscriminately global;''

it should center on European civilization, its world of
expanded influence on the new world . 21
2111

The committee

The Capsule News , " Schol as tic Teacher Addition,
(January 3, 1951), p. 6.

10

split over twelfth grade history two years for topical and
four years for chronological .

Professor Schlesinger and

Carman urged the teaching of controversial issues as useful 1n preparing youth for intelligent participation in
our democracy. 22
Attention is being given to the professional competence of teachers in the State of Texas.

A

1951-1952 pro-

posal for teachers has been published by the Texas Education Agency which demanded the continued and growing scientific interest in the teaching of history and the social
studies.
The problem of this study arises out of the continuous interest in the teaching of history as a vital
part of the social studies offering in the public schools
of the nation.

As the study of William G. Kimmel grew

out of a desire to see where the social studies stood in
the secondary schools, and as Edgar B. Wesley and others
re-examined the teaching of American history in the schools
and colleges, the writer shall attempt to examine the
methods of teaching history 1n the Seventeen High Schools
for Negroes in Texas Accredited by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools .

11

It shall be the aim of this study:

(1) To present

a brief historical background of the teaching of history
in the public schools; (2) To survey the methods of teaching history employed in these schools by observation and
questionnaire; (3) To ascertain the material and equipment
available to the teachers for the purpose of implementing
their methods of instruction; (4) To see if the teachers
are utilizing the community resources in relation with the
teaching processes and procedures; (5) To ascertain the
preparation of the teachers who are teaching history in
the schools; (6) To compare the Texas Course of Study's
aims in the social sciences and history with the aims ot
courses of study of other states in the United States;

(7) To make recommendations tor the teaching of history.
Scope of Problem
To develop this study, there has b een several
limitations placed on this subject.

First, the discussion

has been restricted to the period from September, 1951 to
May,

1952.

Second, the number of schools for this study is

the Seventeen High Schools for Negroes in Texas Accredited
by the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools.

Third, the data that will be covered in this

study were supplied by twenty-three out of a total of
forty-five teachers of history employed in the seventeen
schools who responded to the questionnaire .

Personal

observation of thirty class periods and seventeen libraries

12

completed the data.
Methods and Sources
The data for this study were secured, first, by the
writer drawing up a questionnaire and mailing them to
principals of schools.

Second, and most important was

observing classroom instruction and library facilities.
The study originated five years ago, when methods
of teaching history by the Connn1ssion

on Social Studies

of the American Historical Association, The Yearbooks
and reports of other organizations, especially those made
by the National Council for the Social Studies were
examined.

This was followed by general and special works

on methods which included discussions of history and the
social studies.

After discovering what history teachers

must do to teach history, the writer proceeded to examine
the courses

of study of various states.

Materials were received from the following States:
Kentucky, Tennessee, Florida, Oregon, South Carolina,
North Carolina, California, New York, Minnesota, and
Texas .

Materials were secured, also, from chambers of

commerce where these schools are located; they are:
Austin, Beaumont, Dallas, Fort Worth, Galveston, Gladewater, Houston, Jefferson, Marshall, San Antonio, Tyler,
Waco, and Wichita Falls.

Materials and services were

received from thew. R. Banks Library of Prairie View
Agricultural and Mechanical College.

13
Recommenations were made concerning materials from
teachers of Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical
College; and, teachers who were not involved in this study
gave materials to this writer.

In the meanwhile, a number of bulletins were
received from the State Department of Education in Austin,
Texas.
Definition of Terms
In relation to this study the

11

High School" will be

defined as did Walter Moore in his book entitled The High
School, quoting Mr. Brown who in giving an account of the
development of Secondary Education, said:

"that the high

school might roughly be defined as education of a higher
stage than that of elementary school and lower than that
of the institutions authorized to give academic degrees .u
The writer in this study defines

11

Method 11 as a

systematic way a well-trained teacher relates his subject
matter to his class.

It is the combination of one or

more principles ·of action by which the alert teacher seeks
the answer to the needs of the pupil to help him solve his
problem at hand by using the material, equipment, community resources, and all available activities ; in the meantime, taking into consideration his environment in the
light of its political, economic, and social conditions.
"Assignment" is defined in this study as the creation of a learning situation based on the needs and interest

and experience
11

of the student .

Testing of the student" is understood in this

study as the process of evaluating any part or all of a
learning situation .
"Grading" in this study is the total evaluation of
any part or all of the learning situation .
"Equipment" in this study is those things that are
available to the history teacher in his classroom or
elsewhere to implement his instruction.
"Material" is the instructional readings in the
library in the classroom, in the main library or in t he
community that are available to the teacher and student
.at any time during the learning situation.
'bonnnuni tf' in this study is a laboratory which
serves as resources to enrich the units of instruction for
a day or longer period of time .

Usually this community is

used as the result of some class discussion or a desire to
confirm some question.
"History" in this study is as Charles A. Beard
states , "History may be regarded as actuality, record ,
knowledge and thought . " As Edgar B. Wesley states , "History is the story of whatever man has done, with emphasis
upon institutional and group activity . 11
"Social Studies: 11

The over-all term for the sub -

jects of instruction which stresses human relationship
is social studies .

The social studies constitute3 a field

15
and not a subject, a federation of subjects and not a unified discipline.
"The Southern Association" is an organization
having for its primary function the accreditation of
schools and colleges .
liYJ)othesis
A question has always been in the writer's mind-why students do not like history?

As time passed and the

question of the teaching of history bacame so vital, the
writer decided that she would try to seek the answer to
this vital question by actually studying material strategic to the teaching of history and questioning the history
teacher , while visiting the classroom and by placing herself in the role of the student .
It is the bel ief of this writer that the

Methods

of Teaching History in the Seventeen High Schools for
Negroes in the Texas Accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, viewed from the
standpoint of the philosophy of the teachers , the training of teachers, the methods employed in instruction,
the facilities of the classroom, the library resources,
and the use of community resources, are not in keeping
with the standards that should prevail in institutions of
their size and accreditment .

Greater knowledge of and

attention to these standards by administrators and teachers
will do much to realize the creative role of history in
the secondary school .

16
CHAPTER II
PHILOSOPHY OF TEACHING HISTORY

A.

What importance do you attach to the Teaching of
History?
The unique importance of history is based not only

on its objectives, but also on its methods and materials.
History relates the social experiences of our people in
concrete and detailed form.

It deals with specific and

unique events instead of with average abstractions.

It is

composed of the experiences of groups of ordinary persons
as well as the achievements of extraordinary persons. 1

We

must know our own history if we are to understand our
country and deal adequately with its problems. 2

History

arranges its materials in a chronological order and; thus,
1s naturally led to stress the concepts of change and
continuity of development and decay.

This time, dimension

cannot be given so much emphasis in any other school subjects.

In short, history attempts to present the facts of

individual experiences occur. 3

Common experiences and

common aspirations make a nation, and they can be most

1

Wesley, Op. Cit., p.

2

Loc. Cit.

3

Loc. Cit.

15.

17
easily found and most fully understood through a study of
history.~
In view of the question stated above some of the
teachers' responses are quoted as follows:
Most of the tea chers stated that they "take into
consideration our historical heritage;"

"Starting with

the beginning and tracing man's movements up to the
present time. 11

They said that:

"Since history teaching

is not confined to the classroom, the teacher serves as
a guide to the student to the sources of in.formation."
After a course in history, the child should
be more patriotic; he should have pride in
being a citizen. No government, in a democratic state, can function properly without
informed and active constituency.
History should create a respect for truth
and a desire to recognize and seek it. The
student should know chronological sequences
and know how to gather facts.
From the responses of t he teachers, it can be observed that teachers have a clear idea of the function of
history in relation to the community, state, and the
nation, although some found it difficult to separate the
importance of the subject from its social use.
One-third of the teachers see the importance of

'°Loe. Cit.
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teaching history in the fac t that it is the medium through
which young people learn something of man and how through
the ages he has built up a complex world of ideas and
material things in which he moves.
On the basis of what the writer saw and found,
the teachers place the importance of teaching history on
the outside of its objectives.

That is, the child must

first understand the importance of history before he will
be able to show its values to him.

The child must be made

to see that history is his very breath, and that his
actions are history.

They want the child to know that he

is making history daily, and that history is real.

As

Wesley states, "We do something because we have always
done it; we refrain from doing something because we have
found that unpleasant consequences develop from that particular action.

Faced with a new situation, we try to

find in it elements which are familiar from past experiences.

If we could not learn from the past, we would find

the present unendutable.

We would be perpetual strangers

in the city of mankind, unable to move easily or with
confidence, forever wandering from the main streets into
the blind alleys.

Men who cannot remember their own per-

sonal history are feebleminded or afflicted; we who cannot
learn from their own experience or failure. 11 e
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Summary
A rather unanimous agreement seems to be among the
teachers of history c oncerning the importance of teaching
their subject.

From the answer given they have a vivid

idea of the function of history in relation to the community, state, and the Nation, although some found it difficult to separate the importance of the subject from its
social use .

Such expression as "the student should know

chronological sequences and know how to gather facts."
"Historical heritage 11 and "guide the student 11 to the
sources of information are typical of their answers.
The teachers are in agreement with the aims and
objectives of the State of Texam.

The state has empha-

sized such ideas as "origin and development of our democratic way of life" and "understanding of history as a
mixture of facts . " 8
Throughout the various sections of the United
States , there is a likeness of opinion on this matter of the
importance of teaching history .
of study stresses

6

11

In North Carolina's course

a sense of continuity, 11 and "knowledge

A. B. Martin, Social Studies in Secondary Schools,

State Department of Education Bulletin No. 503,
pp . 12; 86.
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of' places f'ar away. 117

The state of Florida stressed

"reflective thinking and scientific method .

118

The state

of' Oregon sees "History as a means to impart practical
knowledge . 118

The state of New York relates an

s tanding of the relation of' the world." 10

11

under-

We have been

heartened by the fact that the teachers in this study have
a philosophy of the importance of teaching history that is

in accordance with the advancing thought of the nation .

B.

What, in your conception, is the importance of teaching
history in our social order? What values emerge f'rom
this teaching?
.American history courses today are characterized

by great interest in social and economic factors.

While

the political aspects are by no means neglected, they have
been interwoven into the larger fabric of' AMERICAN LIFE.
Increased attention is given to the international setting .
7

I. H. Arnold Perry, S
North Caro

8

Clara M. Olson, A Guide to the Teaching of the Social
Studies in the Secondary Schools of Florida,
Bulletin No . 28, p . 6.

8

Rex Futnam, Guide to Secondary Education in Oregon,p.134.
NOTE : Florida Bulletin, No . 28, ( Revi sed)
North Carolina Publication, No. 235.

10

ve Year Fro
chools, pp.

Bureau of Curriculum Development, The Economic World
Geography and Economic Citizenshi~, Division
of Secondary Education, New York tate Education Department, Bulletin, III-IX, p . 29.
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The hemispheric approach is given to the interdependence
of cultures and people are given more recognition.
Events in Latin America, the Far East and other remote
areas have become matters of concern in our National life.
Within the past decade the ideals and traditions of democracy have received increasing stress.ii

The values to

be derived from teaching is of vital .. importance.

History

prepares future voters for intelligent participation in
politics and is so obvious that the point hardly needs
elaboration.

Parties and conflicts always try to iden-

tify themselves with admirable episodes and individuals in
our past .

Every political campaign involves questions of

historical interpretation.

We have repeatedly argued the

great question of federal and local authority, government
and business, isolation and co-operation in world affairs. 12
No voter can make an intelligent decision about such problems unless he knows what our policies have b een and what
results they have produced .
Realizing that instruction is a social tool, it is
product of which can be constructive values.

The teachers

were asked "What, in your conception, is the importance
of teaching history in our social order?
emerge from this teaching?"

iiwesley, Op. Cit., p.
12

Ibid.' p. 18.

65.

What values
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Part of the teachers responded to the question thus :
According to their views "patriotism., ci ti zenship., ability to think clearly on current
civic and social questions, immunity to falsity of various isms.," are very important.
The child should develop "tolerance.," acquire
the habit of "reading extensively.," "realization that we are indebted to the past civilization for many of our activities and institutions . " The child should see the necessity
for "co-operation., effort., and interdependence."
One thought ran: 11 Good citizens have never been
more important than now. History should aid the
student in developing attitudes that emphasize
that democracy is not only a system of government,
but also a way of life dependent upon principles
of living and learning together. Emphasize participation in activities which solves community
problems; develop a desire to understand the
philosophies and causes of certain ideas and
ideals . We should foster concerns for human
welfare and emphasize seeking and solving
problems."
And another : "History creates moral and
spiritual values; it tends to develop habits
of thinking and helps to acquire a prospective
for understanding contemporary issues. 11
From the teacher's viewpoint, there is a sharp but
slight move from question one which asked.,

11

What :tmpor-

tance do you attach to the teaching of history?"

The

teaching of history for the sake of the child to learn
and to be able to trace history from its beginning to the
end is just the background of history.

Now, when t he

t eacher says that she thinks the importance of history
teaching is to guide the learning process so that the child
will be a good citizen she means the child will be able to
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participate in all activities of the community and assume
his patriotic duties .
In our present social order the teacher must now
see the child thrown out in a different situation .

He is

no longer isolated from the blows of the changing order .
He must be able to exhibit competence and social efficiency in home , community, state, and nation.
Some of the t eachers are conscious of the great
change that has crep t upon us as we sleep between the
walls of this glory land that we call the land of the free
and the home of the brave .

The child should gain from this

t e ach ing t h e tool he wi ll need to fashion a better world
in the years to come .

One group stated that emphasis on

our social order should be placed in such a way t o promote
better human relationship, which, if carried out properly,
will result in better world citizenship and neighborliness,
and finally lead to a clear understanding and fe wer wars .
The child should understand the position of the United
States as a World Power and then he would be able to understand his obligation as a citizen of the United States and
of the World .

He must know the effect this has on the

social, political and economic situation at home and
abroad .
Therefore, on the basis of what the writer has
observed and the information the teachers returned, it
would appear that the teachers of this study are realizing

that there is a change in the social order.

They are

gradually placing the child in his new position by showing
him that sharing what he has with the destituted nations
will finally lead to a worldwide democratic way of living.
They clearly understand, if they cannot always state, that
one of the important results of their teaching is the
building of constructive and creative values.

Summary
As we have already seen, the history teachers involved in this survey understand that one of the important
results of their instruction should be the instilling of
certain values which can be associated with constructive
individual and group living.
tions,"
11

11

Citizenship ,

11

11

Such words as

"world mindedness,"

11

Human rela-

sharing,

11

competence and social efficiency, 11 are the pegs upon which

they have hung their thoughts in this regard .

The teachers

involved in this study have expressed sentiments that are
in keeping with the aims and objectives of the state of
Texas .

In the statement of the official philosophy the

Department of Education has also put the stress upon

11

broad-

ening horizons ; " upon the "importance of an enlightened
public" to group heritage; upon the interrelation of
"freedom,

11

intellectual and otherwise, to "responsibil-
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ity; " upon "world citizenship 11 and

11

hum.an interdepen-

dence .1113
There is a remarkable unanimity of opinion in the
south and the nation as to the aims and values that should
result from history or social science instruction.

The

teachers of this study and the State Department of Education at Austin seem to be in line with the best thinking
individuals on this point .

While some of the states have

no specific aims for history as such, none fail to include
within their philosophy of the social studies generally
the same system of values that the teachers and the state
department of Texas have for the subject .
for "sane living" and a

11

Kentucky hopes

Democratic society," Oregon for

"enthusiasm for the Democratic way of life, 11 Florida for
11

Citizenship 11 and "Democracy," and North Carolina for

11

Democrary,

11

"group living," and "economic, social, and

cultural competence. 11 J. 4

It is clear then that from the

standpoint of social values, the teachers of history in the
Seventeen High Schools for Negroes approved by the Southern
Associati.on of Colleges and Secondary Schools have a

l.

3

14

A. B. Martin, Social Stud
State Depar
p . 12.

e Second
on Bulle

I. H. R. Perry, Su~~ested Twelve Year Program for North
Carolina Pu le Schools, No. 235, pp . 155-156.

ne 1'. R. Banks Library
Prairie Viev A. & M. Coll...
~rairie View, Ten■
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philosophy that is in keeping with the most progressive
thought along this line.

c.

What preparation do you think a person should make in
order to teach history?
It is generally agreed now that the person who

aspires to become a teacher of the social studies should
have a broad and thorough training in his own field and
should become familiar with such fields as literature,
science, mathematics and languages .

A liberal education

in the broadest sense , rather than training in the narrow
professional sense, should constitute the ideal of preparation for the teacher of history.

Above all, in order

to succeed, the teacher must have a deep and abiding
interest in the subject which he teaches .in
'Ihe high school teacher of social sciences preparation cannot be accurately measured in credit hours or
courses.

However, he should at least become a master of

the materials covered in the more important undergraduate
courses in history and should take the basic courses in
at least two of the other social sciences . 1 6
A North Central Association Committee reported

that prospective social science teachers were able to go

i~esley, Op . Cit., P•
ie:tbid., pp.

96 , 97.

97.
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through their entire undergraduate program of training and
miss one or more of the important areas required in understanding the social process .

Some had no knowledge of the

biological sciences; others had no insight into physical
sciences .

'lhere were also some who knew almost nothing

of sociology, economics, political science or modern literature--presumably history majors.i 7
Realizing t he critical importance of this concept
of training, this study attempted to get at the teacher ' s
idea of adequate preparation by asking the question:
"What preparation do you think a person should make
in order to teach history? 11
Reactions to the question form an interesting pattern ;

Some said, "A person should have forty hours in the

Social Studies field--with
done in special history.

24

of these hours having been

By Social field , t he writer

means economics , sociology, geography, and political
science . "
Another observed, "A Major in Social Sciences"
should have "courses as Adolescent Psychology, World Geography and Methods and Materials in Teaching Social Sciences . 11

17

John T. Wahlquist, '1he Philosophy of American Educa~
, pp . l.42-14-3 .
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Most of the teachers reacted to the questioning in
almost the same manner.

One third of them thinks that the

requirement of the social science teacher can be measured
by credit hours and courses.

Some advocate taking a re-

fresher course; still others believe traveling can sut'fice.

There is that last group who leans heavily on

research.
The majority of the teachers are conscious of the
necessity for preparation.

They sanction the fact, that

a history teacher should have a broad background coupled
with a thorough training.

'Ihey seem to agree that educa-

tion for history instruction cannot be measured by credit
hours and course.

That the teacher of history has an

obligation far beyond other teachers is evident, where
sentiment shows that some research is necessary and the
history teacher will be able to answer questions and
speak the truth .

They share the idea that the history

teacher must master the Scientific Method.
Therefore, on the basis of what the writer observed
and the responses that the teachers made to the schedule
concerning the necessity for preparation, it is evident
that they have a clear conception of the broader implications of preparation for the teaching of history.
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D.

What task do you think most Negro teachers have in the
teaching of history to the Negro child?
In writing history we need to include the contribu-

tions of all kinds of people who make up our country.
Wesley and the committee points out that the study of history can do more to create the right attitude toward all
classes of people.

Any attempt to treat large groups of

Americans as second class citizens would destroy the unity
of the nation.

'Ihe study of history can do much to create

the proper state of mind .

The student of history who can

see that both Hamilton and Jefferson helped to establish
the republic will be less inclined to treat his political
opponents as traitors s.nd outcasts.

The student who can

see that the pioneer farmers in the middle west and the
pioneer ironmaster in Pennsylvania helped to make the
republic strong will be less inclined to denounce a particular group of people as the cause of all the trouble .
'Ihe student who knows what was done by Steuben, Gallatin,
Ericson

and Pulitzer, Booker T . Washington and Gaudens

will be less inclined to ascribe all virtue and intelligence to a single group .

What history does is, it points

out that the world exists only by all sorts of people. 18

Mr. Writh, on one of the Round Table Discussions
has said,

18

11

there are three main reasons why discrimination

Wesley, Op. Cit., p.

19.
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in education must be eliminated:u First, it troubles our
conscience, and educators increasingly realize that
institution which discriminate cannot really claim to be
educational institutions .

Second, through discrimination

we waste much of our talent, which the nation can ill
afford .

Third, we cannot face the world as champions of

the democratic ideal as long as in our educational lif'e
77 e

we are guilty of' these Un-American practices.i

The above

statement by Mr . Wirth was aimed directly at the higher
institutions of' learning, but the writer feels they can be
applied to the secondary schools' situations .

The Negro

teacher of secondary school history has been trained under
such existing conditions,and it is diff'icult for him to
teach history af'ter receiving it f'rom the institution he
attended .

He is placed under a great strain to try to

teach American history .

In the light of this the pattern

of answers can be seen from the following quotations:
The task that most Negro teachers face in
teaching history to the Negro child is that
the history text, particularly American
history and Texas history do not give true
pictures of the accomplishments and liabilities of all the American people have made
and have been. The social order that in
which the Negro child finds himself makes it
very difficult to teach him. Therefore it
is most important that the Negro teacher
should have a broad background .

1811

Un- American Education, " Round Table Discussion, No .
(November 20 , 1949), p . 15.

609
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To overcome his narrow-mindedness with
reference to himself, his race,
his contributions and to overcome 11hearsay 11 and
prejudices, show him the importance of
the subject .
Our testbooks do not contain anything
of note concerning the Negro. This lacks
h andicaps in that the student gains no
appreciable impres s ion of the impact made
by Negroe s in our Over- all Historical
Development . We teach a one - sided viewpoint; this, in my opinion is quite
distressing .
I t h ink tha t discrimination often
conflicts with many issues that make
tea ch ing difficult to the Negro ch ild.
On the basis of my two yea rs of
teaching experiences in the system;
observation as a result of findings
from questionnaires filled out by the
students, I can better understand a nd
more completely agree with Mr . Jackson's
theory. To justify his sta tement, Mr.
Jackson points out tha t a ll countries,
and among all people, during all times ,
education has been affected by conditions under which t he people live at
certain times; in their history are
victims of circumstances wh ich make
their situation different. "Due to this
existing condition, methods that other
groups have found workable, the student
must first be prepared f'or and made ready
to respond to democratic learning procedures based on cooperative group living,
making ch oices, planning and assuming
responsibilities."
From the responses of the teachers , they are conscious of the problem of teaching the Negro child history .
Most of them agree that the textbook fails to give information about Negroes , and they have a double task trying to
bring in important contribution of Negroes.

There are some
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who feel that American History should be taught separately
from Negro History.

The necessity of double teaching pre-

sents a problem for the teacher and the student.
Th.erefore , on the basis of what the writer saw and
examined, the Negro teachers are not too disturbed about
Negro history .

There were three schools that the writer

visited where Negro History was taught .

During that time,

there were elaborate exhibitions for Negro History Week .
Most of the libraries have the Negro History books separated from the other histories.

There is a mark of N

above the call number .
I t was very noticeable in two classes that the
teachers were taking a broad approach to American history .
They eliminated race prejudices by pointing out to the
student his opportunities .

One teacher in particular told

the students that they must be competent, responsible,
alert, and capable.

The student was told that he should

strive to be able to integrate himself in the places that
are open up to him by legislation and the changing social
order.
On the basis of what the writer found and information received, the Negro teacher will have to finally
forget about placing the student in the manner of isolation, and inform the student that he is not the only
minority group that is left out of American history.
The writer agrees with Wesley, that any attempt to treat
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large groups of Americans as second class citizens would
destroy the unity of the nation.

It is certain that Negro

teachers are doing very little to promote disunity throughout the state of Texas.

As has been stated, their emphases

are placed on capability.

However, the teachers are fully

aware that teaching history to the Negro child presents
special problems of techniques and outcomes .
We have been made aware of the fact that the Negro
teacher of the seventeen schools are conscious of the
problem they have to face in teaching the Negro child
American history.

There is a necessity of double teaching

which is considered the major hindrance .
as

11

narrow-mindedness 11 ,

11

Such expressions

one-sided viewpoint, 11 and

11

dis -

crimination often conflicts," are the facts they have been
forced to accept .

The teacher taking this stand is linked

with the thinking and organization of the philosophy of
the state of Texas .
sized,

11

The official philosophy has empha-

To make clear to the student that history of all

countries are linked . "

11

To bring about a realization,

we have been brought to our present state of development
through the effort of all people . 112 0
Not only are the teachers in line with the state

20

_____

Martin, Op . Cit ., pp . 12 , 86

.
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of Texas' philosophy but with that of various sections of
the nation.

North Carolina feels that,

11

Social Studies

should be made dynamic and vi ta.l to the everyday living . 1121
Florida stresses, "respect f'or, achievement and ways of
other people, 1122 while Oregon hopes

11

to enlarge his vision,

inclines him to charitable views of his neighbors, 1123 and
New York, "sympathetic understanding of people of other
races. 1124
It is clear that the teachers of these schools
are aware of the task they face in teaching the Negro

child American history .

They are in harmony with the

official philosophy of the state of Texas and others in
many sections of the nati on .

21

Perry, Op. Cit., pp .

155-156 .

22

Putnam, Op. Cit., p.

134.

23

Olson, Op. Cit., p . 23 .

24

Bureau of Curriculum, The Economic World, (World
Geography and Economic Citizenship, New York)
p.

16.
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CHAPTER III
TEACHERS' TRAINING

Degrees and Schools
It is generally agreed that the training in subject
matter area has a great deal to do with the success of
instruction in that area .

Of the twenty-two teachers

responding to the questionnaire , nineteen gave ini'ormation
of their training.

Table 1 indicates that twelve of the

teachers received undergraduate training in Texas private
denominational colleges and two , at Frairie View.
teachers were trai ned out of the state of Texas ;

Five
at

Fisk University, Morehouse , the University of Pittsburg,
and Tuskegee .
in

With the exception of one degree granted

1909, 25 per cent of the teachers responding to this

question received A. B.'s i n the decade of the twenties .
The remaining teachers graduated either in the thirties
or the forties .

Only in one instance was there a degree

granted which would indicate that the teachers could only
have four years of experience .
An

examination of the data reveals an interesting

delineation in the schools where the teachers involved
in this study have done their graduate work .

'Ihe ad-

vanced work is divided among Negro Graduate schools in
Texas and the South, the middle western s chools and schools
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in the far west.

The tendency to attend Negro graduate

schools in Texas is growing, and some have taken advantage of the opportunity to attend in extension the white
schools of Texas .

The incidence of attendance at schools

for advanced training, while slight in the decade of the
thirties , becomes pronounced in the forties and very strong
since the close of World "lar II.
Majors and Minors
Twenty-one of the teachers involved in the study
answered the questions dealing with undergraduate majors
and minors .

Viewing the data from the standpoint of

majors , seven categories are to be found, viz., History,
English, Education, Social Science , Business Education,
Economics, and Classics .

Six of the teachers majored in

History, four in English, four in Education, one in
Business Education, one 1n Economics, and one in Classics.
Only one of the six majors in History has a Social Science minor, the rest being scattered through English,
French, Music, Mathematics and Botany.

Practically all

of the English majors had some Social Science in their
minors, as did those in Education .

The teaching empha-

sis of the Social Science major is revealed by the complete incidence of Education in the minor.

The business

Education and Economics majors had English as a minor,
and the older Classics major had History as a minor.

Ta1' le 1.
.....-- Hrs . Credit
Under
Courses

Code

la

lb

4

American History
European History
Poli tic al Science
Economics
Sociology
SS &. E:ist . 1:ethods
.American History
European History
His t . of Mexico
FI . of Rennaisa nce
French Revolution
Pol itical Science
Economics
Sociology
SS & Hist. foethods
American History
European History
Latin Am. History
Ancient Histo ry
Rel i g ions
Political Science
Economics
SS & llist . I't!ethcxl s

5b
Cont 1 d

Grad

Grad

Uorehouse

18

6

12
21
29

-
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Date
School
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2
8
8
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6
3
3
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2
2
2
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Eng .
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Dates
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Texas College
Prairie Viev, Coll .
Dallas Public Sch .
Dir . Texas USO
Austin Public Sch .
Tillotson College
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None

2

3
10

U. Pittsburgp.

1 28

Hist.

U . Pittsburgh

3

1

28- 129
1

'411-- 45

i

Eng .
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Prin . DeKalb , Texas
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Economics
Sociology

.American History
Euro.i.:>ea.. History
SS Seminar
Poli tic al Science
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7
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Grad
Grad
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European History
Latin American Hist .
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~
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6
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1
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1

1
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4
6
6
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9
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1

1.µ. U . Cal .
U . Cal .
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2
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5
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American History
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American History
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6
3
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Graduate Work
Date I aJor

Jarvis Coll

,48

Prairie V•

Texas Coll

,36

U . Cal .

' 51

Rist .

~revious Positions Held

Minor

Place

French

Wisner , La. - coach

Dates

,4a

6
6

3

t

Denver

u.

2

s 1 48 Eng. Soc
s ' 50 French

SCi

Ed .

12

6

14
6

2 Sum. Bishop Coll

1

26

Atlanta u.

'44-' 49

Eng.

'40- '43

1:ist. Sociol .

6

Long-view, Tex. -

,36- 1 39

Hist . & Civic s Tea.
Longview, Tex .El em . Grade & HS Eng.
:1enderson, Tex. Elem.

,40- 1 42

Longview, Tex. H. Sch .
Marshall, Tex. El em.
Marshall , Tex . H. Sch .

•27- 1 3h
' 35-' 36
' 39

1

42-' L-3

7

3 1/3

2

Incar . t"[ord
College

,40

Cath. Uof Am.

Texas Col l

'34

Atlanta

u.

' 34

s ' 39

st.

Peter Cl over ' s San Antonio, Tex.-Hist ,40-•47
Prin. Rol y Ghost Sch.- 1
47- ' 50
Bellaire , Tex .
' 50
st. Peter Clover I s

None
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Code

Courses

Hrs . Credit
Under
Grad
Grad

16b

American History
European History
Economics
Sociology

17a

.American .,.lstory
European Tiistory
Political Science
Economics
Sociol ogy
SS & Hist • };;e th •

17b

6b

.American ~istory
European History
P ol i t i cal Science
Ec onomic s
Sociology
SS & Hist . Meth .
European Histor y
Political Scienc e
Other Histor ies

30

16 2/3 18
16 2/3
6 2/3
6 2J
6 21/§

Bachelor r s Des;ree
Date
School

TEACffE:iS r TRAINING

School

Graduate ,Jork
Date N.ajor

Paul Quinn

,40

Prairie Vi ew 146- 147 Hist .
1 49.
Denver U.
U. J,:ich.
rL~6- 1L~B

Wiley Coll .

'34

U. Cal .

:~
' 50

Kinor

Previous Positions Held
Dates
Place

Mus . &
Educ .

Prairie View Coll egeAssoc . Prof . Music

Eng . &

Eagle , Tex . - Prin .
Colo . City, Texas Prin . ~- Coach
U. S. Al~my

' 34-'35

Frl .

Sociol . Lan Sak, Tex . Prin .
Kilgore , Tex . Prin .

' 33- ' U
' 39- '

Soc .
Sci .

Ed .

Hist .

11.~ath.

' 51

146-1 48

'~ -'~
-'46
I

3 1 3

t
i

9

i

' 32

4

Denver U.
r46
Prairie View '47
U. Colo .
' L~9-

' 51

6
3

6

24-

Texas Coll .

Prair i e View
12

142

Prairie View

139-'42

Gal veston, Tex. Hi s t .
Teacher

' 35
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There seems to be no rule governing the pursuit of
graduate specialities on the basis of undergraduate concentration .

Two history majors, two English majors , two

education majors and one social science major continued
on the advanced level with courses of a history concentration.

One undergraduate major in economics that is

teaching history has continued his interest in economics
on the graduate level and has ignored history altogether.
Two of the teachers , with undergraduate specialities in
social science and Engli sh, have concentrated on the
graduate level almost entirely in methods .

One of the

teachers holds a master ' s degree in music education, and
two have had so few courses on the graduate level as to
be almost classified as having none at all.

Except tor

those who refused to answer the remaining six questions
have done no advanced work at all in the field of history,
and in some cases , no graduate work whatsoever .
When seen from the standpoint of hours in history
and the related soci al sciences the preparation of the
teachers takes on added significance .

Total graduate and

undergraduate prepa ration in the field of history shows
a high of 68 hours, a low of six hours, and an average of

26 1/3 hours .

In the field of Political Sci ence there

was a high of

17 hours, a low of O hours , and an average

4 hours .

Economic s presents a high of 33 hours, a low

of

of O hours, and an average of 6 hours .

Soci ology had a high

39
of

34

hours, a low of O hours, and an average of 8 hours .

Methods of Teaching Social Science and History had a high
of 30 hours, a low of O hours and and an average of

5

hours.
Previous Position Held
Twenty-one of the t eachers included in this survey
answered the question relating to their previous positions .
Looking at the ini'ormation as a whole the teachers will
range from no position to business pursuits.

They are

divided into three groups, principals, one of whom taught
history and another served as a coach.

There were nine

who had teaching experience prior to present position, one
was an instructor at three colleges, supervisor of U.

s.

o.

There

during the war years and a public school teacher.

was one who taught physical education; another Latin and
elementary school ; another, mathematics and history; and
another, civics , English, and elementary school.

One

instructor had been in business before he entered the
teaching profession.
school .

Another served as a coach of a high

Seven teachers had had no experience whatever

prior to their present positions.
Present Position
From all evidence, the teachers in their present
positions can be grouped according to their activities .
There are five who now head the Social Science Department
of which they are a part .

All of the teachers teach some

type of history except one.

For a better widerstanding of

the subject area, concentration by each instructor has
been grouped as to the number and variety of courses that
each teaches.

Most of the teachers teach from three to

four subjects .

The highest number teaches from five to

six, the average from three to four, the lowest from one

to two.

'Ihree teachers are instructing outside of the

field of Social Sciences.

One teaches music; another, health

and physical education; and another , drivers' education
and physical education .
~he average teacher teaches the full range of social science subjects; advanced civics, sociology, journalism, world history, Texas history social studi es, eco nomics, and Negro history .

The teachers who fall in the

group from one to two teach; world history, American
history, advance civics, Negro history, and Social
Studies .

There is a unique pattern existing in the one to

two subject group.

These teachers are the ones who teach

outside their field and often have administrative responsibilities .

Teachers in the group ranging from five to

six teach American history, community civics, advanced
civics, economics, sociology, and Negro History .
'Ihe training of the teacher has a direct bearing
upon the competence to teach a given subject matter area.
While no attempt has been made to evaluate the degrees

held or the schools attended by the teachers covered by
this study, there is the feeling that certifying agencies are going to have to give greater attention to both
the curricular offerings and the strength of the institution involved if any rational approach is to be made to
the improvement of services in this area.
The need for the emphasis of educational agencies
and social science specialist in the preparation of social
science teachers in clearly demonstrated when the teachers covered by this study are seen in the light of the
pattern of un~ergraduate and graduate specialization.
There is an element of the unpredictable at this point,
revealing a lack of correlation between job-getting and
college training programs, which the Texas effort at new
certification procedures will do much to eliminate.

Viewed

from the standpoint of the tentative proposals, many of
the teachers covere:i in this study have not had a sound
grounding in History or Social Studies on the undergraduate
level;and graduate level has not been pursued effectively.
The average teacher of this study might qualify for the
proposed standard certificate, and there are six or seven
who could qualify in hours for the proposed professional
certificate.

There was an encouraging amount of experi-

ence along the lines that would contribute to the making
of an effective social science teacher, revealed by the
teachers involved in the study, though it would be diffi-

Table 2 .

Title
Code

Position or Title

la

Ch'm SS Department

Ag_e

Courses Tau~t
Ti.me Of'fered
Sem.
Yr .

American history
Community Civics
Advanced Civics
Economics
Sociology
Negro History

lb

History Teacher

World History

4

Teacher

Ancient History
:P."odern History
American History
Civics

5a

Hist . & Civics Teacher

American History
Civics

5b

Teacher

Ancient History
1ilodern History
American History
Negro History

6a

American Hist . Tea.

6b

Head SS Department

7

Head SS Department

Cont ' d

41

Ancient History
Modern History
American Histo~'l.

Textbook Used
Title

Author

.American ~istory
You and xour Government

X
X
X
X

Canfield & Vlilder
Aker
Aker

X

Graves

t.odern Economics
fur Changing Order
As applied to all SS courses

Rogers
Lane

World 3:ist . Story of Nations
The World 's History

Book, Slosson
Anderson
Wirth
Wilcox

World' s }~is tory

X
X

X
X

X
X

s. History
In a Democracy

U.

Canfield & Wilder
Rourke

The Making of Kcrlern America
Your Gov . Tcxlay and Tomorrow

X
X

Lane, Gallmon

The World I s History

X
X

Canfield & Wilder

lf.cdern America
Ho text supplied

Canfield & Wilder

Making of :r.100.ern America

Canfield & Wilder

Making of I.. cxiern America

X
X

Lane

World History

X

Y/irth

X
X

America.D History
American History
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&
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TEACHERS ' PERSONAL DATA - Cont'd

Courses Tau_eht
Title
Code

Position or Title

AJ:5.e
Negro History
American Gov .

7

Cont ' d

Time Offered

Sem.

Yr .

X

Author
Woodson
llicGruder

Textboolc Used

Title

8

Teacher

49

American History
Advanced Civics

X

Canfield & Wilder

X

Ifronro

The IJaking of rroo.ern America
The Government of the U. S.

11

Head of SS Department

30

.American History
Texas History
X
World History
Federal Government X

X

Canfield & Wilder
Clark
Smith & Muzzey

The Making of Modern America
A History of Texas
1!/orld History

12

SS Teacher

14

SS Teacher

World History

41

X

Book, Sl osson , Anderson

X

World History
American History

X

Advanced Civics

1 5a

Teacher

1 5b

SS Teacher

16a

Head of SS Department

Cont ' d

28

World History
Social Studies

X

American History
Advanced Civics

X

Texas Bistory
Advanced Civics
Social Studies
Heal th & P . Etl .

Hughes
Meng et al

Making of Today ' s World

Mag,-ruder

Christianity and America
Saddl er Inc . Chicago
American Government

Lane et al

The World ' s History

Wirth
J:acgr-uder

United States i!istory
American Govern.ment

Steer
~.:acgruder

The Texas Story
American Government
The Business of Life

X
X
X

X
X
X
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cult to place a positive critical e valuation upon it.
'lhe principle of "validity" in the new c ertification proposals provides a rough test for evaluating the
probable competence of the teachers covered by this study,
to teach the subjects they offer in their present position.

With the exception of those who did not answer

sufficiently to determine and two who had no "validity,"
most of the teachers had a "history" validity which would
permit them to teach under the proposed standards • • •
History, civics, and contemporary problems on the "pro visional," "standard" or "provisional" level of certification.

Seven of the teachers seem to have what might be

called a professional validity to teach history.

Some of

the teachers are teaching courses like economics without
validity, and there are some teaching history with a
stronger validity in a course like sociology .
The number and variety of courses a person might
teach with history are not specifically a major problem
of this study.

However, the variety indicated by this

study in some instances would seem to detract from the
efficiency of the teacher in one instructional area, and
raises the real problem as to whether a teacher might be
reasonably expected to master all the social disciplines.

In some of the schools, one teacher must teach all of the
social sciences.

In many of the schools the teacher has

the advantage of having a limited number of preparations .

Some of the schools with small social science loads have
the teachers doing administrative functions or teaching
courses totally unrelated to the field of social sciences
generally or history in particular .

There is a question as

to whether such situations can be considered ideal .
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CHAPTER IV
METHOD

Before entering into an analysis of the methods of
teaching history in the seventeen schooJ.cJunder survey it
might be well to consider the development of methods in
the teaching of history and the social studies up to this
time.
The project method had its beginning in the Manual
Training Schools .
1900.

The term was first used by Richard in

C, R. Richard at that time was head of the Depart-

ment of Manual Training at Teachers College, Columbia
University. 1

Stevenson used the term "project" in Massa-

chusetts, in 1908-1910.

The term then was applied to

home projects in connection with school courses, in agriculture such as raising a plot of corn or caring for a
setting hen. 2

In the first place their primary purpose

was to supplement regular school work.

In early stages

of project teaching; at least, it was not proposed to
distribute existing character of schooL work .

They involved

an application of principles learned in the school to

1

Nelson L. Bossing, Progressive Methods of Teaching in
Secondarr Schools , pp . 555-556.
T. Thayer,
The Pass ng of the Recitation, p . 250 .

v.

:a~., p .

557.
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what might be called

11

real li:fe II situations. 3

In the summer of 1908, a teacher was employed at
the Smith Agricultural High School at North Hampton to
direct the activities of boys in carrying out at home the
practical app lication of the ideas learned in school .
'Ihis resulted in the encouragement of such home activities
by the State Board of Education, and the passage o:f a law,
by the legislature in 1911, which provided to pay twothirds of the salary for suitable teachers in certain high
schools of the sta te , who could direct such practical
11

home pro ject" activities.
The first definition of project appeared in a

Report of Massachusetts State Board of Education.

It is

as follows:
Finally, a farming project, as the term is
here used, is a 11 thing 11 to be done on a farm,
which, in the pr eparation for doing it and
the carrying it out to successful results ,
would invo l ve thoroughgoing educational
process . A complete de:t'inition or a 11 project 11
as here used has three elements • • •
(1) something to be done on a farm, (2) under
specific conditions and for a specified
valuable result, and (3) requiring a thoroughgoing training . The farming project may
include (1) improvement pr ojects; (2 ) experimental projects ; and (3) productive projects.•

3

4

See, also, Roy E . Simpson, The Social Studies Program
For Public Schools of California, Bulleti n No.
Volume XVII, August, 1948, pp . 31, 37-38 .
Bossing, Op. Cit., p. 2$0 .

4,
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The term, project, as used by the Federal Board for
Vocational F.ducation has assumed a meaning the same as the
original definition, only for a longer period of time ; for
example, the Agricultural Experimental Stations of the
states.

More recently, the term, project under practically

the same conditions, has been applied to the p rojects of
demonstration work of extension teaching carried out under
the Smith Lever Act .
Ernest Horn found that the great majority of school
people referred t o the project as an activity, which is
probably carried on in a natural setting and involving the
use of concrete materials, particularly in a constructive
way.

He concludes that the use of the term was so

restricted in its meaning as to raise a serious question
whether an attempt to change its meaning was justified.e
Since

11

project 11 was the general term to use, two years

late r Kilpatrick essayed to change t h e essential meaning
attached to the word as employed in educational circles .
Kilpatrick defined the term, project, as follows :
It is a whole
proceeding in a
briefly, in the
ity--the hearty

hearted pur poseful activity
social environment, or more
unit element of such activpurposeful act.

In 1921, he stated that ,

11

any unit of purposeful experi-

ences or any instance of purpose, as inner urge:

elbid ., pp .

559-560 .
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(1) fixes the aim of the action, (2) guides its process,
and (3) furnishes its drives and its motivations. 6
Too, in this definition, emphasis would shift from
practical to physical activity, which concerns the ideas
of motivation, self-generated, and generating.

As Moore

suggests, the project method represents a distinctively
different approach to stimulating pupil participation in
appropriate learning activities.

No assignments are made;

instead, the pupils are given an opportunity and encouraged to do the things they want to do.

From this time

forward for more than a decade, the literature bears evidence of the confusion that characterized the efforts to
discuss the meaning and use of the term, "project. 117
In the con.fusion the educators divided themselves
into groups, Kilpatrick's emphasis on wholehearted activity, purposeful activity, self-directing and self-propelling activity has drawn to his side those who have been
captivated by the idea of purposefulness and self-motivation as the central elements of importance in education.
The other group represents broadly, those who hold that
the idea of the project should be restricted to problem-

8

Ib1d., p. 560.

7

Ibid., p. 561.
See, also, Roy E. Simpson, The Social Studies Program
for the Public Schools of California, California
State Department, Sacramento, California, Volume
XVII, No.
August, 1948, pp. 37.39.

4,
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solving activity of a practical nature.

One main diffi-

culty seems to be the failure of most participants in the
discussion to sense the true nature of the issue involved.
The early followers in their conception are thinking in
terms of methods, while Kilpatrick and his group are concerned essentially with a philosophy. 8
The writer thinks Risk brings this out when he
defines Method in relation to all the methods and devices
of t eaching.

There is a new group of persons who have

proposed the use of methods, which are far more objective.
The methods which they propose are based on analyses of
life needs.

For example, to determine which historical

and geographic allusion the masses of our p eople should
understand for intelligent daily reading;

which analysis

has been made of newspaper and magazine contents]

To

determine which facts of geographic location people should

know; which analysis has been made of the actual activities of human beings; and which statistics have been compiled on population, area exports and imports, wealth, and
other things that relate to their needs.~

Some writer said

8

Bossing, Op. Cit., p. 562.

8

Guy Montrose Whipple, The Twenty-Second Yearbook,
pp. 260- 201.
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that, if this confusion of methods of teaching continues
the scientific approach will be hindered.

But, from all

indications, they have derived at the following definition:

11

The project is a signi:ficant, practical unit of

activity of a problematic nature, planned and carried to
completion by the student in a natural manner and involving the use of physical materials to complete the unit of
experience. 1110
Problem Method consists of organizing school work
in such a way as to present to the learner a general
problem that challenges him to sustained efforts to
achieve its solution on a mental plane. 11
Two systematic types of problem-solving are
inductive procedures and deductive procedures.

The induc-

tive procedure means that thinking moves from the "particular" to the "general;" that is exemplified when one is
faced with a question such as might well be asked in a
social science class:

"Have all depression in the United

States had a similar cause? 11

The student would begin by

studying depressions through which the country has passed,
endeavoring to discover the apparent reason for each.

On

the other hand, deductive procedure moves from the general

10

Bossing, Op. Cit., p. 574.
J.M. Stormzand, Method of Teaching, p.

11

Ibid., p. 533.

164.
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to the particular .

If one would ascertain that economics

was the primary cause of social and political changes,

immediately this hypothesis was subject to critical

For those methods which have for their primary
purpose the development of mental skills, concepts, attitudes, and ideals, the problem ls somewhat basic, particularly for those which deal with general ideas.

These do

involve reflective thought since some methods, such as
lecture or recitation, may serve other educational purposes besides the development of mental skills.

They may

at times, legitimately, center upon perceptual memory, or
as social learning; at other times, they are justified
only when they are adapted to problem-solving in some

Laboratory Method in the social sciences was in
the beginning identified with the source-study method.
The source material was the raw data with which students
worked.

Various plans were used for the development of

class work but apparently the periods were, for the most

12

Boss1ng, Op. Cit., p . 535See, also, H. L. Frick, SUggestions for Teachers of the
Social Studies in South Carolina High Schools
with Particular Attention to American History,
State Department of Education, Columbia, Soufu
Carolina, pp. 11- 19.

13

Bossing, Op. Cit., p. 522 .
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part, recitation-discussion type .

The assignment usu-

ally consisted of problems, or questions to be answered
through reading-source material.

Notebooks were required

for recording findings and outlines developed during class
discussion.

Some plans called for written narrati ves of

events based upon outlines .

With source material availa-

ble in book form, there was n o need for specially equipped
rooms for such work .

From investigation, it appears that

the laboratory method was of little use except in the laboratory of physical and biological sciences; and, where it
is used in the teaching other subjects, it has grown out
of the special interest and enthusiasm of indi vidual

Methods may be def ined as a way of r eaching a given
end by way of a series of facts which tend to secure it.
Since method implies arrangement; consequently, its use
has been applied to an orderly procedure .

The term should

be and has been applied to orderly procedures that have
been adopted or devised for the attainment of some end.
The confusion often comes in applying the term Method to
some of the steps of the learning process and , then,
referring to it as a Method .

1

The inference i s what the

~Thomas M. Risk, Principles and Prac t ices of Teaching
in the Secondary Schools , p . 481 .
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teacher does; but, in reality, the teacher activity is
something quite different .

For example, when the teacher

says that he is using the inductive method of teaching,
he is teaching the inductive method only in the sense that
he is guiding the inductive process on the part of the
pup i ls.

The teacher activity is not inductive.
Logically, there are only two general methods of

teaching, the authoritative and the developmental.

The

authoritative method is a procedure by which the teacher
teaches some form of exposition, either oral or written.
The developmental method is a procedure by which the pupil
goes through the necessary learning experience
leadership or guidance of the teacher .

An

under the

illustration of

the authoritative method is the so - called lecture method.
An

illustration of a developmental method consists largely

of one kind of teacher activity, which corresponds in a
measure to the authoritative lecture method just cited,
is the Socratic method of questioning.

Any other develop-

mental method is made up of various kinds of teacher activities for which no special names have been devised--nor
can that be logical because the teacher activity, while
directing a developmental process on the part of the pupils,
must change from situation to situation as the steps of
the learning process necessitate.

Most of them, as

explained before are names applied to steps of the learning
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processes, as inductive method, deductive method,~
method, laboratory method; others are:

the tellillS

method, the question method, and the showing method. 18
·The first four methods are really not methods but are used
in a sense that the teacher is guiding such learning
processes of the student.

The second group of methods are

commonly used as names applied to different individual
steps of the teaching process and not to the whole of the
teaching process ; hence, they should not be called methods
of tea ching .

Activities like telling, questioning, show-

ing, demonstrating, are means employed by the teacher to
further the various steps of the learning process .
such, they are devices rather than methods .

As

In the same

way, any so-called special method of teaching is a device
since it is a means devised to direct the steps in the
learning process.

We suggest, therefore, when the tea cher

studies about these methods; for example, the project
method of teaching, the problem method of teaching, and
the deductive method, he should not think of them as ways
of teaching,but rather as different ways of arranging,

16

Ibid . , pp. 11- 12 .
See, also, Clara M. Olson, A Guide to the Teaching of
the Social Studies In the Secondary Schools,
State Department of Education Bulletin No.
28, (Revised) Tallahassee, Florida, 1948,
PP•

42-48 .
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organizing, or relating the steps of the learning processes or pupil activities .

Thus, he may teach by the

project method only in the sense that the project is a
means of organizing certain learning activities and of
getting them done . 1 6

-

Unit
The gradual acceptance of the unit in the last

decade as a basis for organizing courses of instruction is
largely due to the fact that learning in Wlits can be made
more effective in meeting the needs of the pupil than is
possible Wlder the traditional, fragmentary, lesson-assignment and lesson-learning procedure .

Tb.ere is a general

agreement that the Unit should be planned in advance . 1 7
There is a number of reasons ; namely:

(1) universal needs

that should be provided for , (2) adequate preparation or
foundation for that acquisition of desired outcomes.

Fur-

ther reasons for developing units in advance are:

(3) desired end can be provided far more efficiently
through the use of carefully planned units, (4) planned
units can be adopted to pupil needs and interests to

18

Risk, Op . Cit., pp . 12-13.
Thayer, Op . Cit., p.
Bossing, Op. Cit., pp . 555-592.

See, also, Olson, Op. Cit., pp. 42-47.
Ibid., pp . 47-56.
'I'o!a., pp . 56-57.
"I'6Ic!., pp. 70-75.
"Io'I'a., pp. 75-82 .
17

Risk, Op . Cit., P• 279.

230.
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provide for effective learning, (5) advanced planning
orients the teacher to the nature of the work and the
possibilities of the units, which should help him to be
more effective in directing and developing the pupil
activities, and (6) desired correlation and integration
of the work of different courses can be provided for more
easily and more effectively. 18
In 1930 Harap made a survey of courses of study to
determine the nature of units being used in curriculum
construction at that ti.me.

He found the following inter-

pretations:
One view is that a unit of work is a complete experience engaged in by pupils in the attainment of a specific useful goal.

A

second conception is that a unit is a

large subdivision of a subject with a principle or topic
for its core, in which the a c tivities of the pupils are
thoroughly planned to give complete mastery of the essentials.

A

third conception is that a unit is one of the

dozen or more problems into which the work of a subject
is subdivided.

Essentially, this view does not differ

from the preceding conceptions except that the problem
takes the place of the objective or the major topic.

A

fourth conception is that a unit is a large division of
18

Ibid., p. 286.
See, also, Perry, Op. Cit., p . 195.
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work based on a center of interest, such as transportation,
which progresses simultaneously with the work on several
formal subjects.

In the fifth conception, the work of a

whole grade is organized around a few large centers of
interest, completely ignoring the conventional subjects.
A sixth view is that units of work are logical subdivisions
of a branch of knowledge in which manipulations and sensory experiences are included only for expediency. 18
Topic Unit
Evaluation of the topic unit according to Caswell
and Campbell raises two questions; namely, "Is the source
of unity upon which the unit rests fundamental?" and "Does
the unit involve a significant reorganization of instruction?"

In discussing the first, they call attention to

the fact that the answer depends upon one's viewpoint.
Their conclusion is that the topic is a very poor basis
for the construction of a unit, and that many so-called
topical units often lack unity. 20

In considering the second

question, they point out that many topic units differ in
no way from the usual organization of instruction.

Thus,

many texts and courses of study have their contents simply
divided into units, instead of chapters or other divisions.

i

8

20

Risk, Op. Cit., p. 279.
Bossing, Op. Cit., p. 213.
Risk, Op. Cit., p . 281.
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Caswell and Campbell's pertinent conclusion is that unless
there is something more fundamental in the unit idea than
appears in most such units, there is little justification
for undertaking a reorganization of courses of study into
such units . 21
Classification of units-According to Risk, Caswell, and Campbell, they
have g iven the best classification and analysis of units.
'!hey are as follows:
I.

Subject matter units
A.
B.
C.

II.

The topic unit
Generalization unit
The unit based on significant aspect of
environment

Experience Units
The unit based on a center of interest
The unit based on pup il purpose
The unit based on pupil needs. 22

A.
B.
C.

Evaluation
Generalization Unit may be used in any subjectmatter field.

In selecting unit for history, one of the

paramount problems is to select units to insure an adequate mastery of facts and a prospective of events chronologically, as well as to develop desired generalizations.
21

Ibid., p . 281.

22
~.,

pp . 280- 281 .
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Emphasis upon generalization without an adequate understanding of the :facts and situations might result in
valueless

11

lesson-learning . 112 3

Units Based on aspects of environment
Units in history should be centered upon comprehensive and signi:ficant aspects o:f culture such as periods in the development of the history of the nation or
people, social and political; the life of social groups,
governmental and economic agencies, or upon comprehensive
and significant problems of everyday life, involving man 's
adjustment to his social environment. 24
Units based on center of interest and units based
on pu pil purpose and units on pupil 's needs are very important.

They are derived from the sources of experience. 28
The teachers covered by this study were asked to

give some indication as to how they organized their learning situations from the standpoint of the pr esentation of

23
~.,

24

pp . 281-282.

Illustration, 11 The expansion of Europe into the New
World--Colonial Development in North America and
English Dominion, 11 11 The Rise of .American Democracy
and the Establishment of a New Nation. 11 "The Western Movement. 11 "The Industrial Revolution. 11 "The
Evolution of Democratic Government." "Plans for
Social Security in American Life. 11

28

Interest of pupil may be airplanes, transportation, and
fire department; this calls for planning.
Pupil's purpose to achieve a given end: Purpo s e to
find out how shoes are made; plan is required.
Pupil 's need: Need is the pupil wanting to make
cloth; plan must be made.
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subject matter.

The prepared schedule sought only to

ascertain if the accepted unit method was understood and
used, with the hope that some units already in use could
be obtained at the observation period.

About one-third of

the teachers gave an unqualified response indicating that
they used the unit.

'Ihe remaining answered in such a way

as to indicate that their approach tended to violate the
accepted approach to this problem by simply throwing an
arbitrary organization over an already established organization of subject matter.

Clearly, any organization which

depends upon the "chapter" or "topic" has made little
improvement upon traditional organization for presentation.

There was one plan obtained during the observation

which approaches the ideal as set forth in the literature.
'lhere was obviously some confusion in application, and the
observation indicates that classroom practices confirm
this conclusion.
Question -1N.

questions:

W. Charter states,

11

there are three types of

(1) informational questions which are asked

because the questioner is seeking information he does not
know or possess .
questiona.

The teacher should also ask informational

(2) Test questions which are asked show what-

ever the pupils have or have not satisfactorily held upon
subject matter.

(3) Developing questions which are asked

for the sake of directing pupils into thinking.

Their

purpose, as distinguished from that of testing question
is that they are understood by both the teacher and the
pupil to be in the nature of a hint or suggestion~28
Thomas M. Risk gives the characteristic of the
effective question:

(1) Question should conform to the

purpose for which it is used .

(2) The wording of a ques-

(3) The ques-

tion should be clear, brief, and definite.

tion should be adapted to the ability and experience of
the student .

(4) The question should center on one idea.

(5) The question should be free from the wording of the
textbook and independent of the organization of the text
material.

(6) The question should present a challenge

which stimulates an educative response to the objectives . 27
Techniques of questioning -By technique of questioning we mean the way in which
questioning is carried on .

( 1) ruestions should be asked

in a natural, interested, and conversational tone of voice.
(2) ~estions should be addressed to the class before

designating the particular pupil to answer .

(3) Questions

should be distributed evenl y as possible to members of the
class .

w.

(4) The pace of questioning should be adapted to

28

W.

27

R1sk, Op. Cit ., pp.

Charter, Methods of Teaching, pp .

16-519 .

Bossing, Op . Cit., pp .

344- 359 .

299-300.
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the particular objective or purpose in view.

(5) Questions

should be adapted to individual differences.

(6) Questions

should be assigned frequently to pupils who are not giving
attention .
repeated.

(7) Questions, as a rule, should not be
(8) QU.estions should be asked in a manner that

indicates confidence in the pupil .

(9) 'llie teacher should

be familiar with the work of the course so t hat he can
proceed with the questioning independent of the textbook
or lesson plan.

(10) Questions should be asked to pre-

serve the unity of the phase of work being undertaken.
Questions to avoid
Leading questions, (catch questions, excessive use
of questions to discuss) should be handled with care,with
the idea of not pumping answers from the pupils.

Try to

avoid needless words or poor phrases . 28
Pupil Question and answers in relation to teacher -Pupils should be encouraged to ask questions assuming they are sincere questions , on points that are not
clear t o them .

Too much class ti.me cannot be given to

questions that are not related to the objective.

lli.e

tea cher should treat all sincere questions with interest
and equal consideration regardless from whom it comes.
Queat1ons that may be good and that would take too long to

28

Risk, Op. Cit., pp .

522-526.

answer may be deferred.

The teacher should be courteous

and tactful; it is not always easy t o tell when a pupil
is not sincere .
questions .

The teacher should not try to answer all

Other pupils in the class can often answer

questions quickly and satisfactorily, but this must be
handled in a manner to a void "shoV1ing up" the questioner
or to give other pup ils a chance to exhibit their knowledg e.

If the teacher sense that some pupils are trying to

ask smart questions to see what answer the teacher will
make, the best treatment is to turn the question on the
ques t i oner and let him do his own answering.

The teacher

may g ive such a pupil the question as a part of his assignment for the next d ay and then hold him responsible for the
answer. 28
While pupils are to be encouraged to ask questions
freely, the students should be courteous in asking questions.

Students should be a llowed to question authority

of a statement.

They must be made to feel that all ques-

tions should be settled on the basis that the teacher is
just as interested in the truth as they are.

It may be a

good lesson to show them that authorities disagree and
that one may be as good as the other.

In some matters,

it is allowable to tell pupils they are entitled to their
own opinion but in others they may be told that certain
facts will be considered the acceptable answer to the
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question.

Members of the class should not be allowed to

carry on disputes over the facts.

ruestions should be

dealt with on the basis of reason and logic supported by
acceptable evidence .
Under some circumstances the teacher may find himself facing a question he cannot answer.

'l 'he best pro-

cedure is to frankly say that he does not know. 30
never advisable to

11

It is

bluff 11 with a mere guess., sooner or

later the pupils will discover a bluffer., and the loss of
respect of the pupils is very serious.
Teacher's relation to student's answers
The teacher should give appreciative consideration
to all responses.

Students should be made to feel their

contributions are worthwhile and they will be given consideration even though they are not exactly correct.
Many students need encouragement to participate ., and without sympathetic treatment., they will not feel free to
express themselves .

Some pupils who are ready to talk

without thinking must be handled differently by positive
checks upon their answers, showing them that they are not
thinking, and that they should make sure they are right

30

If the instructor makes adequate daily preparation, the
occasion when he will not be able to answer such
questions with some degree of certainty will not be
frequent. However, if the teacher is not well prepared in a subject and fails to make daily preparations, such occasions may arise fre quently. Frankness under such circumstances will not atone for
incompetence and failure to prepare .
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before t hey respond.

Approve good answers but be tact-

ful; bestow criticisms where they belong .

Since pup il's

answers are to be treated with care, they should be encouraged to do their best, for if the answer shows that
the pu pils are not doing their best, the response should
not be accepted.

Students' responses should be required

to frame their responses or contributions in good English.
Pup ils should be taught to respond so that the entire
class can understand.

At times, it is desirable to eval-

uate pupils' answers. 31
Most all the teachers ask questions during the
r e citation pe r iod and they allow their students to ask
questions.

The teacher in response to the student's

questions fall in two groups; there are those who leave
the questions for the student to answer and there are
those who answer the questions.
During the writer's observation, it was revealed,
in some instances, that the questions were very petty.
It seems •as if the students were just having fun.

In many

instances the teacher and students were completely of the
subject .

Often the learning situation was outside of its

objective because in the absence of a unit plan anything
can happen.

31

The writer feels that the teacher should

Risk, Op. Cit., pp. 530-532.
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think seriously about the questions he will ask, guiding
the stud.ant aloAg in his questi on-asking and seeing to it
that he stays in the bounds of the ultimate objective of
the unit and the lesson plan for that particular day.
Answers to the question on the schedule revealed
that the teachers had a sound approach to the problem of
answering students' questions .

They felt , rightfully,

that there were some questions they should be able to
answer or should answer, and there were some they should
allow the student to answer on his own initiative .

Obser-

vation seemed to point out the need for a better interpersonal relation between the student and the teacher in
the class situation .

Sarcasm, aspersions , and sometimes

anger dominated in many places.

This leads to the

inevitable conclusion that more attention will have to be
given to the give and t ake in the classroom situation.
Recitation - The method of the recitation has sprung out of
schoolroom work and i s designed to be a practical application of the princ i ple of methods to the various problems
of classroom instructi on.

It is an effort to bring to-

gether and to organize the princ i ples that control teae.hing . 32

The significance of the problem can be a pprec iated

better, perhaps , by reference to the ol der type recitation
32 Charles McMurry, The Method of the Recitati on, p .

4.
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that was the vogue for several generations of teachers in
the past, and for that matter, is still to be frequently
used.
Prior to 1800, instruction in both elementary and
grammar schools was individual .

The students were called

to the master's desk to recite individually. 33

Consider-

ing its etymology, we find that the term, recitation,
means--recitation of learned lesson.

The original pur-

pose of such a period was primarily just that--.

The pupil

bas to recite to the teacher what had supposedly been
learned before class as formerly used; the period became,
in reality, a testing period. 34
The term, socialized recitation, was adopted to
describe a class period in which pupils' activities are
employed to help pupils acquire abilities and attitudes
particularly important in making their own personal adjustments in social situations .

To provide for satisfactory

activities, two types of socialized procedures have been
developed.

In the formal type, the class is organized

in imitation of some adult group or social institution
such as a city council, a court or a club, in which pupils
take the part of the officers and members and carry on
the work of such organization .

33
3

Thayer, Op. Cit., p . 1 .

~Risk, Op. Cit., p . 353 .

The informal type of
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socialized recitation differs little from the so-called
recitation-discussion type of recitation. 3

~

The term, recitation-discussion, is used here to

•
designate
a type of group class activi ty where recitation
on assigned topics , problem discussion of them are combined at the discretion of the teacher .

Recitation means,

or at least should mean, thoughtful consideration of the
relationship involved in the topic or problem under discussion.

These relationships must selected and organized

and evaluated.

The recitation-discussion procedure pre-

supposes an assigned lesson, a supervised study period or
at some convenient t ime for the student. 36
From the writer's observation in the schools and
the information received on the schedule, the teachers are
doing good work with the recitations.

Most of the chil-

dTen are able to participate in the class activity.

One-

11

daily 11

half of the teachers allows the students to recite
and one-half permits them to recite

11

some days."

This may

be due to the nature of the previous assignment.

They are

making use of the activity idea in the classroom.

Some of

them are using the committee, group, panel discussion, and
reports.

Most all the students in this instance would be

able to ask questions or to enter into the class discussion.

3

~Ibid., p. 353.

36

Ibid., p. 369 .

The writer's observation indicated that many teachers are
using the recitation in its oldest sense .

This conclusion

is confirmed by the notion in some of the teachers ' minds
that the student must recite every day .
11

Those who say

somedays 11 seem to have a more enlightened understanding

of the role of the recitation in the learning process .
Indeed the techniques mentioned above would not allow
daily recitation either in the older or new sense of the
word.
Lecture
The lecture itself is an exposition and the procedure contemplates the whole period or a large part of it
for this purpose .

The use of the lecture method in the

high school should be carefully guarded .

It is safe to

say that the danger lies in its abuse rather than in its
use.

Some of the uses by the lecture method, especially

in the upper classes, may afford very valuable training,
but it is clear that, compared with other pupil needs,
the value of this training is limited.
vide

The lectures pro-

a means of setting forth concisely and effectively

the exact relationships leading to the objective sought.
In this respect the lecture can save time.

A good lec-

ture may fail as a teaching device if the learners are not
able to follow and interpret.
It should be clear that to be effective, a lecture
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must be interesting, well expressed, concise, well organized, to show the relationships, to unders tand, and to
adopt to the abilities of the learners.

Risk states,

t,
11

that only the expert and experienc~ teachers can hope

to use lecture method very successfully at the secondary
level, it seems wiser to emphasize the importance of
effective telling as it should function among the various

,,

classroom activities rather than try to adapt a college
device to secondary requirements. 37
The teachers covered by this study were asked a
question designed to reveal the extent to which they used
the "lecture" as an instructional tool.

Their answers

revealed an encouraging awareness of the limitation of the
11

lecture 11 in high-school instruction.

Their answers of

"some days" and "very little" or "seldom" indicates as
well as appreciation of the true use of

11

lecture 11 in the

secondary learning situation.
Observation
The visitations of this writer to the schools were
designed to give a spot check of techniques and facilities in the schools under investigation.

From the stand-

point of teaching techniques little can be said on t he
basis of a one day check of each teacher .

Yet, a certain

rough pa ttern is revealed about general approaches to the

37

Ibid ., pp . 378-379.
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problems of teaching history when all of the visitations
are seen as a whole.

Since the teachers were not sure

when the writer would arrive, there was little, if any,
opportunity to make a special class performance out of the
teaching situation to be found on the day of arrival.

It

would be fair to assume that what was seen at each visit
represented a normal teaching situation for the class
observed.
It was at this point that the investigator noticed
students' interest and good behavior exemplified in a
majority of the class situations under surveillance.

Despite

the fact that some of the places had disorderliness and a
type of interest that would make teaching almost impossible, most of the students involved actively participated
in the learning process.

Only the personality of the

teacher and/or the strength of his techniques could bring
forth such results.

However, there existed a rough iden-

tity between preparation and ability to keep a creative
learning situation.
Though not clearly defined as to objectives and
methods, there was a tendency revealed for some of the
teachers to have a current event period connected with the
regular lessons either at the beginning or the end of the
period.

There is the possibility of this activity serving

a worthy teaching goal if properly articulated with the
learning situation.

The tendency to use notebooks or work-
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books was in evidence; but the pattern revealed no well
defined purpose of these in the learning situation.
Individual and group reporting were much in evidence .
These usually required some outside reading on the part of
the student and often initiative in class organization,
under the guidance of the teacher , for the learning situation.

In some places this was skillfully done and resulted

in great class interest.

Correlations between history and

other subject skills were effectively made use of here.
Some class projects emerging from this situation were
excellent.
An

assignment pattern showed great divers ity and

some confusion.

Some teachers made excellent use of the

assignment lesson, while others hurriedly or haphazardly made
assignments either at the beginning or end of the class
period, either from lesson plans or scraps of paper or out
of their heads, since their lesson plans were left at home.
Here is a situati on calling for some attention.

In a few

cases the classes read and discussed the lessons from
sections in the open book during the class period , an evidence of little or no planning on the part of the teacher .
Some teachers still lecture and fall back upon a simple
question and answer approach.

How universal this prac -

tice is has been indicated above.

There was observed a

class in spelling by way of a review in the form of a test
which afforded much interest and the class should be com-
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mended for the participation and the development of learn-ing situations as a whole.
In regard to the

11

Method" of teaching in these

schools, the writer observed and the information she
received confirms that some of the teachers are confused
as to what is really a "Method of teaching. 11

The teach-

ers have a number of activities listed as methods.
ence to Table

4

Refer-

shows "panel discussion," "special report,"

"field trip" and a number of others listed that are not
methods but are means that are used in relation to methods
of teaching to satisfy one of the many needs of the child.

In instances mentioned above the teacher here would be
indulging in socialized recitation, and it is a means to
an end to train the child to adjust himself to this Democratic way of life.
Two questions ware asked the teachers that the
writer feels safe to say that they were confused concerning the method of teaching, because it is logical when a
person fails to understand any situation, it is impossible
for him to discuss it.

The questions were:

"Does your Method of teaching vary from unit to unit? 11
"From exercise to exercise? 11 "Do you stick to any particular Method? 11

Most of the teachers answered these questions

correctly but when asked to distinguish the difference
between Methods and other devices they were not able to do
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so.

The writer feels that the teachers should have
special courses in Methods and they should be taught by
per sons who understand the historical application of the
methods of teaching .
ment t o

Educators should come to some agree-

which method of teaching is best so that the

teachers will not be confused, as they seem to be now.
Assignment
Assignment applies to that part of instructional
activity devoted to the clear recognition and acceptance
by the pupil of the next unit of learning to take place,
and of the process by which this learning may achieve
effectively.

Such a definition recognizes four factors as

implicit in the concept of the assignment;

{l) Laying out

a task to be done; (2) fitting to the task an appropriate
procedure for accomplishment; (3) teacher direction but
pupil acceptance of task and procedure; and(~) assumption
that the most effective learning is the product of pupil
activity self-imposed. 38
The central pos ition of the assignment in the technique of teaching has remained unquestioned.
earlier book on The Recitation, asserts that

Betts, in an
11

upon the

38

Bossing, Op. Cit., pp. 270-271 .
J.E. Avent, The Beginning Teacher, p. 78.
G. H. Betts, The Recitation, p. 107.
W. N. A. Drum, Preview of Teachina, p. 237 .
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proper assignment of the lesson depends,mucb of the
success, on the recitati on, and much of the pupil's
progress , in learning and studying." Another writer of
more recent, date has suggested tha.t "teachers generally
do not stress the importance of the assignment , and
the work of the pupils probably suffers as much from
hasty or careless assignment as from any other single
cause.u 39

For an instance ., written reports or special

assignments are common activities in history classes.
It may be profi table and appropriate activity.
contrary, it may be h i ghly inappropriate.

On the

Some time

special reading or assi gnments are often assigned to
students merely to have them cover a wide range of
reading matter, organized it around a selected topic
or problen, and present it in a suitable form.

In

such cases, so far as the student is concerned, h is
purpose is often mainly to satisfy the demands of the
teacher and r·eceive a grade .

The whole performance

is relativ e ly extraneous to the basic purposes of his
life, and thus the subject matter covered by his
special assignment often fails to become a vital part
of the stream of his experience. 40

39

Bossing, Op. Cit., pp . 270-271 .

40

0lson, Op. Cit., p. 71.

Another author
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states that,

11

the assignment is primarily important for

three reasons; it is the teacher ' s opportunity to give
direction to the l earning activities ; it provides the
stimulus to which the subsequent activity is the response;
and it is the determining factor in directing the develop-

,

ment of effective habits of s t udy.

41

The time for making the assi gnment is a vital question .

It should be governed solely by the arrival of the

psychological moment, whether that be at the beginning or
at the end of class hour or somewhere in between .
11

By

psychological moment, " they mean the place in the devel-

opment of the l esson that natural ly leads to a question
as to the nature of the advanced work.

This does not

always come at the c lose of the class hour. 42
There has b een no general agreement among authorities concerning the time devoted to the assignment .

Some

early writers have suggested one - fifth to one- t h ird of
the hour might profitably be spent in the assignment . Garr
and Waage found out of 1 , 300 reci tations attended
per cent omitted the assignment .

5 to 15

A study of 343 recita-

tions revealed the average t i me devoted to the assignment
to be slightly in excess of five mi nute s , or approximately
11 per cent of the recitati on period.

41

•

2

Bossing, Op. Ci t ., pp . 270- 271.
Ibid., p.

299 .
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The length and time given to the assignment must be
determined by many contributing factors.

The nature of

the subject and the relative difficulty of the advance
work would also have much to do with the length of the
assignment .

Since there is no known study u pon which to

base an assignment policy, it would be wise for a teacher
to tak e not of the important functions of the assignment.
She should take this as an important phase of her class
hour.

Therefore, where da ily assignments are the rule

it would be wise to question the adequacy of an assignment tha t did not require 10 to 15 minutes of a 60 minute
class per iod. 43
The teachers involved in this study were asked a
series of questions covering the assignment .

When asked

concerning the p lace the assignment was made in the class
period, eleven indicated that the assignment was made at
the beginning of the class hour; five, after the class
hour; t wo, during the class ; and one , either before or
afte r class .
When a sked to give the amount of time devoted to the
assignment, five of the t eachers had no definite time to
make the assignment.

The remainder of the teachers ranged

from five to ten minutes.

43

Ibid., pp . 301- 302 .
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The question relating to the finishing of the assignment resulted in these responses:

there were eighteen

teachers who said they did not finish their assignments;
two of them finished theirs, and there were two who failed
to answer .

When they were asked , "What do you do about

inco1up~ete work?
report?"

Leave for special assignment or special

The following answers were given:

eight teachers

said no; eight had no answers and five said yes.

In rela-

tion to the teachers' answers to the questions concerning
what they do with unfinished assignments, most of the
teachers gave special reports and special assignments to
the students and four of the teachers gave no answers.
When they were asked if they made their assignments
clear or complicated, most of them replied that they made
them clear and not complicated, and a few stated that the
assignments were difficult .
From the observation and information secured, a
large number of the teachers are not completing their
assignments are left to the students to bring in as special
reports or special assignments.

There seems to be no dif-

ficulty in the making of the assignment in the light of
the answers that the teachers gave.

They stated that

their assignments were made clear and complicated, but
from all indications, if the assignment could not be finished, it might have been too long , complicated and not
clear.

The special reports and special assignments were
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not intended to s e rve as a device for completing teachers'
assignments.

The special reports and spe cial assignments

are a ctivities outside the subject matt er, but it is in
the r ange of the ultimate objective.

It only serves to

enr ich the students vicariously.
The writer of this paper feels that the teacher
should not make an assignment that he does not plan to finish at a specified time ; and, if he does not finish it, he
should come back at a specified time and finish that particular assignment .

The assignment is that part of the

whole unit that carries with it an immediate objective
that falls within the ultimate objective of the whole
course.
There is obviously some misunderstanding concerning the time that should be put into the assignment and

when the assignment should be made.

Most of the teachers

involved in this study are following the traditional pattern of setting forth a special time at the opening or the
closing of the class and supposedly allocating a fixed
time for it .

Neither the methods they said they used nor

the learning situation properly handled would admit of
such an assignment policy .
retica l

11

opportune 11 or

11

To achieve the proper theo-

psychological 11 moment each day

either ten minutes before the lesson begins or ends would
be asking too much of consistency.

Those teachers who

said that the time and its length were subject to no fixed
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rule were certainly closer both to the theoretical procedure and to the demands of current methods of planning
and executing instruction in the learning situation will
go a long way toward clearing up many of the difficulties
in this area.
Testing
'!he efficacy of objective test in the measurement
of information has been widely recognized .

Their success

in measuring understanding has been by no means so complete .
Specific information which clusters around individuals,
events, circumstances and symbols has been measured quite
successful by the new-type tests, but even high scores do
not prove that the tester understands the facts which he
knowls. 44
The objective tests have two distinguishing characteristics; first, they tend to be objective which means
that the measures which they yield are relatively independent of the person who makes them; second, these tests
are standardized, so that norms are available for interpreting the measures which they yield . 46
The most commonly used New- Type objective tests are:

44

A. C. Kery, et a l, American Historical Association
Investigation of the Soci al Studies in tlie
Schools , p. 219 .

46

Walter Scott Monroe , Introduction to the Theory of
Educational Measurement, p . 1.
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(1) true-false (alternate answer), (2) multiple- choice
(including best answer), (3) completion (sentence),
(4) single answer or simple recall (enumeration) , (5) match-

ing, and (6) identification .
commonly used are:

Other objective types less

(7) rearrangements, (8) reproduction

from memory, (9) maplocation exercises, (10) analogies ,
(11) cross-outs and redundancies.
Teachers should be thoroughly acquainted with the
different types of objective tests, their specific uses,
and their construction since they play such an important
role both in teaching and in the final measurement of outcomes.•6
An ideal test would measure not only the highest

but the intermediate levels of understanding .

Each item

would be so graduated as to reveal the level which the
testee has reached, including verbalisms since they probably indicate the first step on the road toward a full
understanding. 47

True - false type in the field of social

science studies is not the best.

Most truths are relative

and it is difficult to phrase an item involving either
clear and unquestioned truth or palpable error.

The form

which calls for an illustration proved to be good for both

•

6

Risk, Op. Cit., p . 631 .

47

Truman L . Kelley, Test and Measurement in the Social
Studies , p . 226.
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information and understanding, but the form required the
careful attention of one familiar with the field and in
the final analysis rested upon judgment.• 8
The matching form seemed to allow for large elements of guessing especially after t he first few operations had been performed .
to the substitution types.

The same objections may be given
The completion type works

well when concerned with specific facts, but much more difficult to construct when dealing with functional ideas and
is lacking in objectivity in its answers.

On the other

hand, t he best- answer test type with five options was
selected as the form which called for the highest degree
of discrimination .

The testee, being aware of the fact

that the correct answer is before him, needs to employ
rote memory scarcely at a11.• 9

The director of the commis-

sion on t he social studies and most of the staff agreed
that the best-answer type showed most promi se, and it was
accordingly accepted as the one to be used most extensively . 80
The "Essay" examination has been criticized a great
deal .
ity.

48

As it is often used, it lacks validity and re l iabilOn the basis of sampling, the traditional essay

Kery, ~ al . ,

Op . Cit. , p . 221 .

48

Ibid . , pp . 221- 222 .

00

Ibid . , pp . 222-223 .
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examination is not as valid as an objective, because the
latter is more extensive.a 1
In order to improve the usefulness and validity of
the essay examination, every precaution must be taken to
reduce the amount of variability in the examination, especially in the scoring .

The teacher should take into con-

sideration the wording of the question; each question
covers a specific topic and problem, a set of model answers,
scoring in terms of elements or essentials and requirements
specified in the question.a2
If essay- type examinations are carefully prepared,
they may be very satisfactory for testing particular outcomes like understanding certain specific abilities. 03
Quizzes -Quizzing has its place as a teaching device.

But

in many classes too much time is devoted to oral quizzing
at the expense of more constructive and important activities.

Oral quizzing for the purpose of measuring achieve-

ments and giving grades is unreliable and quite unfair to
pupils .

There are some advantages to oral quizzing, and

it might be used occasionally for testing purposes and
giving grades . &•

01

&

2

Risk, Op. Cit., p . 630 .
Ibid., pp. 630-631 .

03

Ib1d., p. 631 .

04

Ibid., p. 626.
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Short quizzes seem to be a testing device most used
by teachers of foreign languages , and mathematics accordi ng to a study made by J . Murray Lee and David Segel .

The

number of quizzes given in these departments far exceeds
the number given in any department .

The social studies

along with others gave about 13 tests during the semester .
Time
Tests should be timed to the second or the results
will not be comparable to what others get when the exact
time is ta.ken for the test .
watch is almost essential .

In timing the test a stop
If e.n ordinary watch is used ,

it is necessary to exercise great care to secure accurate
timing .

In such cases it is well to have some one to act

as timekeeper .

66

Determining Examination
Testing should be in accordance with the course
objectives.

This suggests the purpose of testing , which

is not to discover what, if anything, has been taught, but
to discover whether or not the outcomes aimed at have been
attained .

The choice of the kind and number of items in a

test should depend u pon the purpose of the test and the
type of test used .

The type of test employed should, so

55

J . Murray Lee, et al . , Testing fractices of High School
Teachers, p . J .

56

Harry A. Greene , et al., The Use and Interpretation of
Educational Tests , p. 86.

56

88
far as practicable, approximate the practical use made of
the outcomes in everyday life and the method of learning
in class. 67
Tests may be used periodically or they may be used
somewhat constantly in the classroom.

The best adaptation

of periodic or continuous testing depends somewhat upon
the purposes the tests are to serve and the nature of the
selection .

The periodic use of educational tests to mea-

sure class or individual pupil is by far the most prevalent practice .

68

Validitz -A much more difficult criterion to establish, but
of greater significance than objectivity, is the validity
of an evaluated instrument.

By validity is meant the

degree to which any device for measuring does what it is
intended to do .

If a test is intended to measure the

student's knowledge of certain historical events in the
unit of American history studied, the questions must be
so clearly stated, and the language in which the state1,1ents a1"e coucl..,ed so readily understood, that the test
measures a knowledge of history, and only that.

It is a

fact accepted without question; tha~ if an examination is
to have validity, it must fit the curriculum; yet, that has

57

Risk, Op . Cit., pp . 634-635 .

68

Greene, et al .,Op. Cit. , p . 69 .
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been one of the chief difficulties in the use of examinations in the various high school subjects which have been
prepared by someone other than the teacher of the class
in ,.hich the test is to be used.

'! here is little standardi -

zation at the secondary level in curriculum content .

Even

where the state requires the use of the same basic textbook and offers a course of study for its high school,
the content varies to a greater or lesser extent with the
individual teacher .

5 9

Scoring the Test -The scoring of test papers especially in the case
of a comprehensive testing program, that requires a lot of
time the teacher could read the correct answer to the
pupils and have them mark the test.

The students should

exchange papers before the scoring begins.
11

Courtis s ays ,

A teacher might better give her time to studying the

result rather than waste it on scoring.

His plan is to

have the scoring done by the pupil. 0 60
Testing --

On the question c6ncerning the testing program the
teachers answered the question thus:
said they used all types of tests .

15eBoss i ng,
80

Ten of the teachers
One teacher stated that

Op . Cit. , p . 712 .

Walter Scott Monroe, Measurin13 the Results of Teaching,
pp. 26-32 .
Walter Scott Monroe , An Introduction to the
Theory of Educational Measurement, pp. 241-24-2.
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he uses the combinati on of essay and completion with fifty
per cent being essay .

The remainder of the teachers

employs either completion, true - false and essay, or matching and essay, and true- false and essay .

This is usually

the pattern .

In answer to the qui z question on how often the
teachers give examinations , twelve of the teachers gi ve
examinations often.

The remainder gave examinations either

twice a semester, once a semester and three times a semester.
On the question rel ated to what determines the
number of questions that the test will contain, nine gave
test over the work covered ; one , important work covered ,
and importance of lesson; one , time and purpose of test;
one, type of student; and one teacher gave examinations
often.

One of the teachers gave the time of the examina-

tion as the determining factor .
In answer to the question concerning the time
allowed for tests and examinations , the teachers followed
the old pattern of one half hour for the week or end of
the unit test, one hour for the six weeks test, two hours
for the final examination .

In response to the question

concerning the standardized test, most of the teachers used
self constructed tests .

Six answered yes ; two , sometimes ;

and one used them once a semester.

The question concern-

ing the staff checking the test , s i x teachers said the
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staff helped check the validity of the test; eight said no ;
and seven had no answer .

Most of the teachers sought

methods to improve the making of the essay examination.
All the teachers stated that they allowed the student to
participate in the correction of their examinations .
On the basis of the observation and the information
received, most teachers used the objective type of test;
they are either , true- false , best answer and completion .
They used the old subjective type of essay test, but there
is a tendency for them to improve the methods of this
test.

11h.ey do not make use of the standardized test .

Sample tests collected in the seventeen schools at the
observation tended to verify this conclusion .
From all indications , the teachers do not clearly
understand what factors govern the determination of an
examination to be admi nistered .

In the light of the time

allowed for giving an examination, the teachers sti ll
followed the old pattern.
Practically all of the teachers failed to have
their tests checked for validity by the staff.

All tests,

whether self constructed or standardized should be checked
for validity .
When the teachers scored the test, it was found
that they allowed the students to check their own papers .
The writer feels that the teachers of history are
gradually moving toward the recent trends in the method of
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administering tests.

The self constructed test that is

used rather than the standardi zed test is a sign of flexibil:ity of t h eir units, and the teachers are gradually
accepting the new type of essay test .

They are becoming

more interested in the results of the examinations rather
than the s coring which is an indication that they are constructing the curriculum to meet the child's needs rather
than have the child restricted to set methods .
It is clear that the teachers involved in this study
are still testing for information only, a condition which
might exist due to the situations surrounding their activities.

There is certainly a clinging to methods of test-

ing which has been rejected by the literature.

'Ihe test

collected from the seventeen schools reveals a carelessness in format and choice of information which would lead
to the conclusion that the testing activity was purely
perfunctory.

Perhaps the total teaching situation will have

to be improved before some of these problems are cleared up.
Number of classes, availability of material s , clerical
assistance, and many other conditions might color the
activity of the teacher in this area.

Be- that- as- i t-may,

the testing area is one that could stand considerable
improvement .
Grading and Course Requirements
The methods of the past are not adequate to meet
the various needs , because they have not been based upon

95
sufficient scientific me thods .

There were three methods

examinati on, (b) marks b ased u pon recitation ::ind tests,
and (c ) opinions of teachers and supervisors . 8 1
inations failed to g ive an under standing ; (2)

The examThey have

not been constructed so as to make po ssible an accurate
rating when corre cted .

(3)

They are not corre cted accur-

ately even when made properly . 62
ized that examinations

Many teachers have real-

given at the close of work periods

and at the close of the semester, are not accurate measures of pupil ' s abili ty, and have either discarded the
formal semester examination, or modified it by marks based
upon the daily recitation or quiz .

63

Some writers beli eve that the final grade which the
pupil should be g iven for the subject, of course , can be
readily obtained by taking the average of the grades
assigned. 64
Teachers compute final grades in a variety of ways,
but they are intended to be quanti tative descripti on of
the sum total a ch ievements of pupi ls withi n a given subject-matter . During Kell 1 s investi gation he found that the
method had been used was to compare the final grades given

ei A. R. Gilliland, et al . , Educati onal Measurement and the
Classroom-:-p: -100 .
62

I bid . , pp . 11-13 .

6 3 ~. ,
64

p.

14.

Green, et_!!. , Op . Cit ., p . 1 02 .

to the same pupils by different teachers.

In Johnson's

investigation the final grades are based upon the assumption that when accurate measurements are made of any
ability of a large representative group of pupils , the
resulting measures are distributed , that is arranged along
the scale of measurement i n a certain definite way . 6

e

There is a new development i n deciding the final
grade.

The grade of the pupil is based upon the pupils'

abilities and general accepted personal qualities of good
citizenship .

They have reference only to the actual

achievement of the student equated i n terms of the ability
achieved .
report.

The last is the nature of progress evaluated
An effort is made to indicate desc ription of

aspects of progress made in all phases of personal development within the school . 8 8
Much valuable time is lost by pupils who do not have
an effective method of keeping notebooks .

1he book is

merely a loose collection of material, hastily written,
unorganized, and soon unintelligible because insufficiently
prepared.

There is l ess need of taking notes i n high school

than in college .

What is done should be performed wel l . 67

Ferhaps there is more need of notebook work in history than

eeMonroe, Op. Cit ., pp . 29-31 .
66

Bossing, Op . Cit . , pp . 762- 763.

67

Alfred Lawrence Hall-Quest , Supervised Study, p . 188 .
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any other subject except mathematics.

'Ihe necessary cor-

relations and reorganizations essential in the study of
history require careful recording in some form of note book . 68
Trying to achieve something without a plan is very
ineffective.

To obtain success in any undertaking requires

that a plan of action be thought out and followed closely .
The lawyer must carefully plan his case; and the instructor
must plan t he work of a course of study and develop it day
to day. 68
Relationships among ideas can be established i n the
pupils' minds by careful consideration by the sequence of
the sta tements .

These statements should be pupil- di c tated,

evaluated, and organized with the teacher's help .

70

Experimentation has shown that outlining may become
a mechanical exercise through which the pupil will retain
very little of what he has read, even l ess than he would if
he merely skimmed over the passage several times with a
conscious intention of getting the gist .

Three or four

times as much reading could be done , and the material
would have lasting values .

Pupil s may be asked to combine

and reorganize in an original outline several parallel or

68

Ibid., P • 184 .

68

Ibid., p . 123 .

70

:E?mnett Albert Betts, Foundation of Heading Instruction,
p . 567 .
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complementary referenc es ; they may be asked to hand i n
orig inal criticism, or collateral readings , but this i s
very difficult to be satisfac tory for any but the best
high school student .

Much of the outline values are lost,

and the chief motive of such work, viz . , the acquiring of
a habit of planning expression, oral or written, i s often
defeated by carrying the outlining work to great degrees
of complexity .

71

If a course of study is avai lable as a guide , the
text will still be a valuable asset.

The textbook is

adapted to consistent study of topics and problems because
pupils have in their hands a common body of information as
a basis for assignments or class study.

~1his enables the

teacher to hold pupils to consistent preparation and good
study habits. 72
From the question concerning the final grade of the
student,the teachers will fall into two groups ; the students
are graded, first, on their final examination; second ,
examination, outside assignment or project; and third,
teachers ' grades based on periodic examinations , daily
recitations, final examination and project .
'The teachers involved in this study were questioned
on the requirement of notebooks .

Six teachers required

71

Martin J . Stormzand , Progressive Method of Teaching,
pp . 56-57 .

72

Risk, Op . Cit . , pp . 532-5~3 .
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notebooks; one teacher required a term paper; eight teachers had no requirement whatever and six teachers gave no
answer at all .
The teachers were further asked concerning requirement in relation to outline .

Fourteen of the teachers

gave the students outlines from which to work, four of
the teachers do not give outlines from which to work, and
three gave no answer .

When they were questioned more about

the outline , five teachers allov,red the students to make out
their own outlines from which to work .

One teacher per-

mits the student to help make out the outline .

Nine teach-

ers gave no reply and one said the students often make out
their own outline .
In response to the question concerning the study
assignments from the textbook of chapters, sixteen teachers gave no answer, three teachers gave chapter study, and
two teachers said no .

In relation to study exercises

around the unit, twelve teachers gave no answer; seven
said yes and two said no .
From all evidence the teachers of history are
accepting the transition from the old pattern of gradi ng;
they are grading on the basis of the whole chil d activities .
Most of them have left the notebook requirement off .
The outline is made out , part of the time, by the teacher;
and, part of the time , by the student .

The t eachers are
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leaving the textbook assignment for study, and they are
making assignments within the unit.
The write r feels that the teachers should re quire
more notebooks and term papers because these activities
are the e s sential devices for training the child in the
habits of planning his life .
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CHAPTER V
EQUIPMENT

According to most authorities on the homeroom, each
tea cher should have a home room. 1

In case of the history

teacher, he could have a well equipped classroom library .
The library should contain the books, magazines, bulletins, pamphlets , and reference works which a re suited to
the grade levels and to the units which are to be used
during the year.

The well e quipped library will lose its

u sefulness unless the pupils are trained in the techniques
of locating the i nformation they need in their effort to
understand a problem.

New books should be added from

time to time so that the classroom may become a busy,
inviting workshop. 2
There should be a history file, where pupils c an
make "current history :file 11 from write-ups and p ictures
in magazines which are read . 3

The traditional classroom seating arrangement is
based upon the equally traditional theory that learning is

1

Cooperative Study of Secondary-School Standa rds,
Manual Evaluative Criteria, ~ashington, D. C.

•

2

l950,

P•

187.

Clara M. Olson, A Guide to the 'l'eaching o:r the Soci al
Studies in the Secondary Schools , Bulletin
No. 28 (Revised) State Department of Education, Tallahassee, Florida, 1948 , p . 28 .
3
Ibid., p . 39 .
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a

11

pouring in" process.

The students are empty vessels

into which a golden stream of wisdom flows from the lips
of the t eacher into the eag er ears of the learner.

It is

what i s known as the tea cher-center e d theory of education.

Today, al l is changed--in theory .
remains largely as in the past .
tices have not kept pac e .

The seating practice
Adjustments of ou r pr a c-

Other methods have to a l a r ge

degree supplemented them in accepted educational theory,

based upon a "child c e ntered" concept of' education.

Activ-

ity r ather than passibivity is thought to be the key to
learni ng .

To fit the newer theory of e du cation, seating

must b e f lexible so that when lecture or ~esting is in
order, s eats may b e ar ranged to face one way; when discussion or study is in order, the seats may be placed singly,
in circle , or in small groups to meet the needs of the
situat i on.•
Visual Aids and Audio-Equipment
The pupils read together other information concerning the p roblem and make other reports; in addition to
this, t hey should have visual aid in the classroom.

They

are not techniques in themselves, but they supplement
other techniques.e

There should be such audio-equipment

6

Bos sing , Op. Cit., pp.

6

0lson, Op. Cit., pp.

89-91.

56-59 .
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as radio, phonograph, movies, televisions, recording
machines, and still pictures. 6
A discussion on visual aids would be incomplete
without mentioning different types of displa ys.
est in point of use is the sand table.

The old-

Many adopting this

idea have brought into the school many so-called models
representing miniature farms, coal mines, factories, countries and homes.

The value of these will depend upon what

is being studied in the history class. 7
There has been no definite standards or rules for
the s election of visual aids. 8
Visual aids will include such materials as follows:
Pictures
Maps
Charts
Graphs

Samples
Col lee tions
Diagrruns
Models
Specimens

Globes
Films
Stereopticon
slides
Relics

Industrial exhibits
Stereographic views
Microscopic slides
sound film

There appears to be no particular reason to classify visual
aids into different groups since the choice of visual aid
for use in s chools depends on factors little related to
such classification.a
The teachem involved in this study were asked if
there was a homeroom provided for them, and they replied

40-42.

6

Ibid., pp.

7

Riak, Op. Cit., p.

8

Ibid., p. 574.

--

eLoc. Cit.

597.
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thus:

nine are without homerooms; ten teachers have home-

rooms and two made no reply.

They were further asked if

they had social science laboratories or could their social
studies classes be conducted in a laboratory situation;
they stated thus:

three had access to social science lab-

oratories; five said no; and thirteen gave no answer.

The

teachers all said their classrooms could not be used to
conduct a social studies class in a laboratory manner.
When the teachers were asked if the classrooms were
equipped with movable furniture; they stated as follows:
twelve said the furniture could not be moved; nine said
yes, and one gave no answer.

They were further asked

whether the book shelves were readily accessible: twelve
said yes, eight replied no, and one gave no answer.

In

connection with this they were asked if they had magazine
racks and twelve replied no, seven said yes, and two gave
no answer.

Further, when they were asked if they had a

history filing cabinet:

twelve said no, seven yes, and

two no answer .
Teachers involved in this study were asked if their
rooms could be darkened effectively for visua l aids:
eleven said no, and ten s aid yes .

When asked, did they

include films: two replied no, nineteen said yes.
were asked if they had display tables:
yes and eight said no.

They

thirteen replied

They were further asked if they
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fourteen said no;

had space to carry on their project:
five, yes; and two gave no answer.

'Ihe teachers were

asked if they had storage space:

thirteen said yes; seven

said no; and one gave no answer.

The teachers faced this

question:

if she and the students select the equipment

prescribed in the course of study:
seven gave no answer .

In relation to this, te&chers were

asked if they chose equipment:
gave no answer.

thirteen said yes ;

one said no, and twenty

When asked if this material could be

used for all social sciences c l asses:

seventeen teachers

said yes; one said no, and one gave no answer.
In observing the classroom, the writer failed to
see the equipment that the teachers stated that they had.
It is certain that they were attempting to give their
classroom the laboratory atmosphere but they do not have
the facilities.

In the majority of the schools there

were no radios, recording machines, filing cabinets, and
display tables.

There were two classrooms that were vis-

ited which had tables .

These two tables were used for

committee discussions .
In all the schools except one, there is a closet.
Usually the teacher placed her apparels there and probably she kept a few notebooks, test papers, and personal
books there.

As a result of this, there was no storage

space, and a large portion of materials must be discarded .
From all indications and evidence some of the

Table

Classroom- Laboratorr
:Tave rrave Provides 1.lay be
.1ome Lab . for VaI'i- Dark 1 nd
for Vis .
Code Room
ety of
;.ctiv I ts

1. ovable Vierk

Furniture

...."
X

X

X

3

X

X

X
X

4

Equip I t

6a

X

X
X

X

~

11
12a
12b
14
15a
15.b
lba
1 6b

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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17a
17b

X

X
~~

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

raterials

to

IEake

Laps &

Graphs

X

6b

Room Eas
Audio
V:'...suaJ.
Aid
:2qulp ' t

)..

5a
5b

EQUIPlIENT

Aid Use

la
lb

NarE:

Areas

9.

X
X

Other
Equip It

Study

*

Equip I t
Used S,U

All SS

.

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
Y..
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Equin 1 t ~~lected by
Tea. & Course Tea.
Stud Is
Alone
of

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

lb, 5a, 5b, 8, 12a, 14, 15a - Magazine Racks. 3, 4, 5a, 5b, 7, 8, 11, 12a, 12b, 14, 15a, 15b - Book Sb.elves.
5b, 8, 12a, 14, 15a, l ~b - Filing Cabinets.
la, 3, 4, 5a, 5b, 6b,
11, 12a, 12b, 14, 15a, 17b - Display Space.
lb, 3, 5a, 6a, 6b, 8, 1, 15a, 15b, 17a, 17b - Storage Facil ities .

4

X
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teachers were without homerooms, and there was no po ssible
way for a teacher to have a laboratory situation if the
class wa s not adapted to workshop atmosphere .

There must

be a place for book shelves, magazine racks, filing cabinet, and a storage room .
The classroom must be planned so that it can be
darkened for visual aids and there should be space for
audio equipment .

There should be allowance for display

table .
'lhe writer is satisfied to say that, with all the
handicaps the teachers have, they are doing a fine job.
'Ihey are moving toward the trends of letting the child
contribute to his whole learning process .

In one school

the writer noted the chai rs were attached to the floor .
She witnessed a number of instances where the teacher was
trying to carry on socialized recitation with the wrong
seat arrangement .

But there were some teachers who knew

how to arrange their classrooms to meet the clas s situation.

The teachers are trying the b es t way they can to

adapt the new methods of teaching history with the same
old seat arrangement.
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CHAPTER VI
LIBRARY

Budget
History is not a subject that can be taught successfully out of one book.

The nature of the study de-

mands tha t the students should have the viewpoints of a
number of authors.

It is believed that there is just as

much need for source books and parallel accounts in the
history courses as there is for laboratory equipment in
the science courses.

It is recommended that all high

schools equip their libraries with at least
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well-

selected texts and references of works in history. 1
Although personal examination of materials is the
best method of selecting, the librarian may have to rely
upon basic lists that have been compiled by authorities
and reviews in professional periodioals. 2

The Available Funds -A.

Funds for the printed materials may be apportioned
as follows:

1

Sta.te of Tennessee Department of Education,High School
Manual, 1946, p. 65.

2

Texas School Libraries, State Department of Education,
Austin, Texas, Bulletin 482, 1947, p. 1.
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English-- ------------Social Science ----- -- Peri odicals ------ --- Science ------- ------ Reference - --- -------Other Subjects ------B.

25%

15%
15%

15%

1 0%
20%

Percentages may also be designated for duplicates ,
replacements , and new books .
Estimate cost for each book at ~1.50 to i2 . 00 .

C.

3

The teachers identifi ed in this study were asked ,
how many books did they have in the social studi es collection in the library .
this question.
their books .
teacher.

Most of the teachers failed to answer

They were also asked how did they select
All of them recommended them, except one

They were asked if someone else bought the books,

and all said no but one teacher.

When they were asked if

they had an annual budget; sixteen sai d yes;
and two gave no answer at all .

three, no ;

In considering the ques -

tion of allotment to purchase books; eighteen said yes ;
one , no; and two , no answer .
chase of periodicals:
answer .

The allotment for the pur-

sixteen rep lied yes, and one, no

On financial provisions for the purchase or

rental and care of audio - visual materials:

s eventeen

answered yes ; two, no; and two, no answer whatever .

When

they were asked if they had financial provisions for the
care and repai r of library books; seventeen answered yes ;

3

Ibid., p . 31.

LIBRARY BUDGET FUlID

Table 10.

Code

Number of
SS Books
in Library

P-ooks
Selected
by SS
Teacher

Books
Recommended by
SS Teacher

la
lb

X
X

3

X

4

X
X
X

5a

Books
Bought
by
Others

Have
Annual
Library
Budget

Have SS
Allotm 1 t
for Bks

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
.,V...

X
X

X
"'" -

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

V

X

X

7

X

8

X

X
X

12a
12b
14
15a

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

.A

·~

X
X

X

.i'.

V'
~ ...

X

15b
1 6a
16b
16c

X
X
X

17a

...

17b

X

X

X

X

X

X
y
.,_

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

V

.,~
./\.,
X

A

X

X
X
,r

'Y

X

Funds

X

5b
6a
6b

X

Have
System of
Accounting
for Library

X
X
X

X
X
X

Have Financ 'l Prov 1 sn for
Care and
Have SS
Purchase or
Repair of
Allotm 1 t !ten tal c.,;
Library
for Peri- Care of Aud.
Materials
Visual Aids
odicals

V
,I'.

....
..Y'..

A

X

X
X
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three, no; and one gave no answer.

When they were fur-

ther asked if there was a system of accounting for the
library; twelve said yes; three replied no, and six gave
no answer.
In all the schools the teachers recommended their
books.

Many of t he teachers purchased the books, and

they have an annual budget.

The history books in most

of the schools are up-to-date.
From observation and inf'ormation received the history collections in all the schools are in very good
shape, considering the fact that the teachers knew little

or nothing concerning the library budget.
Accessibility of the Library
The library should be located near the center of
the building.

It should be on the ground floor.

It

should be away from unnecessary noises, such as band,
choir, playground, shop, and typing rooms.

The library

should be near or adjoining the study hall which has a
direct entrance into the library.•
Co-operative selections of materials for the school
library by the librarian, faculty, administration, and
students increase interest in the use of the library.
Provisions for the staff to participate in the selections
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may be made by establishing a library committee consisting of the principal, librarian, and a representative of
each department, or the core area.

Opportunities for

pupils to share in the selections may be provided for by
appointing a pupil committee to which the librarian ~erves
as an advisor .

Each member of the ·school personnel has

a part to contribute in making the library collection

such that it meets his needs and interests.

The teacher,

knowing his specific subject field, is the most competent
of the staff to offer suggestions to complement his classroom instructions. 6

To articulate the library collect ion

with curricula offerings, the following rules should be
observed :
A.

See that the collection represents all subject
areas.

B.

Provide materials recommended in state and local
curriculum bulletins.

C.

Provide materials recommended in the Book List
for High School Librarians, published by the
State Department of Education .

D.

Provide materials reconnnended in Book List for
Boys and Girls, published by the State Board
of Education.

E.

Expand the collection to include materials for
new courses as they are introduced.

F.

Select materials suitable to maturity levels. 6
The library should make provisions for individual

interests and needs such as;

(1) Everyday life:

and community;

(2) Personal development,

relationsh ips;

(3) and Current events.

family

and Cultural

Other interests of reader provided for, should be:

(1) Lei sure-time activities , (2) Hobbies, (3) Recreational
reading, (4) curricular interests, and (5) guidance . '

The teachers in this survey were asked if the library was acce ssible to the pupils,and they all answered yes.
In relation to this the teachers were asked where the
library was located; they stated that it was in the
building .
'!he t eachers were asked if the library material was

selected to fit the needs of the school program .
said yes; four replied no, and two gave no answer .

Fifteen
When

they were asked further if their material wa~ selected in
consideration of the environmental characteristics of the
community and in light of the activities and events; most
all the teachers said they considered all of these factors;

6

Ibid., p . 20.

7

Ibid., pp . 32-33 .
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six considered part , and one gave no answer .
In the majority of the schools the library is
accessible to the students all during the day, but the
writer doubts seriously if the people of the community will
come to use the library since it is not located on the
main floor in most of the schools.

People are not per-

mitted to walk the hall in most of the buildings after
class starts; and, perhaps, a person wanting to use the
l i brary might want to use it during class period .

Moving

in the hall detracts children's attention.
In the majority of the schools the teachers considered the children's needs in relation to t he school
program, and they selected material suitable for the community and other activi ties and events.
During the writer 's observation she noticed that
the libraries in most instances from the standpoint of
physical facilities were very good .

Of course there were

a f ew that had no windows on either side.

had windows on one side .
work is very small .

Some of them

The space for the librarian to

In some ins tances , the librarian's

table resembled a desk.
In most of the libraries, the writer observed whil e
she was checking historical materi als that study hall is
held in the libraries of each school, and discipline was
commendable in some of the schools, but in other schools ,
the order in the library was horrible.

The pattern is
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that the teacher comes down with the group so that he can
assist the student while he is studying and help keep order
in the library.

From all evidenc e the student 1s noisy in

class and when he moved to the library he required more
time to become accustomed to a more complacent situation.
The books in all of the libraries except one were
in order.

This particular school was having the books

moved t o the new library .
There are places where the h i story books are not
catalogued properly; and, from the information that was
gathered from some of the librarians , they do not have the
facilities to do the work .

In

&

number of i nstances, the

librarians did not have typewriters and they have done all
of the cataloguing i n ink and pencil.

In most of the

libraries throughout the state in these high school s , the
librarian is doing a wonderful job under the conditions
that they work .
The books in all the school s as far as history i s
concerned are in very good condition, while few of the
histories are old .
revised copi es .
immediately .

A large number of the books do have

When books are lost they are not replaced

The writer asked one librari an how l ong had

some of the histories b een missing and she said, s ome had
been missing since

1945.

The librarian said further , some

books have been out too l ong t o talk about and up un t i l
t his date they hav e not been replaced .

I n one school, the
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writer counted more than thirteen histories missing.

Ai'ter

having found this to be true in several schools, the writer
checked the history books from the shelves.
The library staff in these schools felt somewhat
mistreated by the students.

As has been mentioned, the

librarian is responsible for the study hall and she , at
times, fails to have the students' library duties done.
As a result of this, when a child comes to the library
for information, the librarian is often too busy to assist
the students in locating the information.

As it happens,

the student becomes discouraged and leaves the library
without the information.

This happened several times,

while the wri ter was observing .

Some of the librarians

failed to go into details with the student of history to
help him find information .

The writer followed the stu-

dents from class to class completel y into the library.
The libraries in these schools have approxima tely

486 history books which include American histories,
European histories (World histories) and other histories.
As has been mentioned, some of the histories were lost,
and a number of histories was checked out.

No dependence

could be put on using the catalogue, and some librarians
did not let me use the author list .
were checked from the book shelves .

486 books
Out of this 486
All of these

Table 11.
Facilities
Readily
Accessible
to Stud's

Code

Locution of Librari
In
On
City
Campus

Selected Ac cording to
Ed . Progran:?.

Selection of Libra.rv :raterials
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Considered Considered Completely
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Assist
All
X
X
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X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

4

X
X

X

V
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X

X

X

X

X
X
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X

X

X

X
X
X
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X

6b

7

X
X

X
X
X
X

8

X

X

12a
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X

X

X
X

X

X

.,,.

X

X

X

X
X

14

15a
15b

X

X

16b
1 6c
X

X
X.
X

X

X

X

y

NOI'E :
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.

'lhe factors are•

X
X
X

V

X

17a
17b

V
.,,.

X

16a

-

ACCESSIBILITY OF LIBRARY

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

Out standing events , activities, or environmental characteristics of the community .
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histories, 8

15.4 per cent of this number of books are

approved American histories for high schools, while 27.3
per cent of this number is approved European histories.
Another section of' the 486 was classified as "other•
histories and was not approved.

Most of the biographical

materials are for the junior high school level.

While

there are many books on travel, the historical fiction is
very short in all the schools.
The periodicals are of all descriptions in some of
the libraries and are kept in very good order in all
schools except one.
There are sufficient encyclopedias in all of' the
schools, but a number of schools has not bought new editions as some of them have very old numbers.
However , the library is moving gradually toward
two trends; first, there is a tendency for the library
stQff along with the teachers and administrators to maintain the library for the whole child, for his time in
school and out of school.

Second, the library is becom-

ing the connnunity center.

The librarians are conscious of

their duties and responsibilities as librarians, but under

8

The 486 histories were checked by A Basic Book Collection
for High Schools, Doretha Dawson.
American Library Association, Detroit, Michigan,

1950.

Also, A Book List for High School Classroom
Libraries, Doubleday and Company, Garden City,
New York, September, 1951.
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the conditions that they work it is almost impossible for
them to accomplish what they know bow to do .
Materials

The library should provide a wide range of materials.
chase

The materi als should be kept up-to-date.

Pur-

of encyclopedias should be made every five years ;

almanacs, annually; and out-of-date materials should be
replaced regularly, especially in science and h ist ory.

9

The size of the book collection is governed by the
enrollment of the school .
lection are:

Other rules governing the col-

(1) General standards vary from two to five

books per pupil; (2 ) the collection varies with the needs
interests of the pupils ; (3) consider the a vail ability of
books outside of school collection as in public libraries.10
Pupils trained to use the library -As any other too l to be used in learning, the
library cannot serve its purpose adequatel y unless the
pupils are instructed in its u se .

Every school should

instruct the pupil in the use of the library .

It not

only assists the pupil in solving his present school problem, but also encourages him to l ook to the library for

8

Texas Schoo l Libraries, Manu al of Practices and Proce -

dures, Bulletin
10Ibid., p . 31 .

482,

p . 31 .
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avocational ~nd leisure-time activities . 11
The size of the library quarters is determined by
the probable size of the book collection and the number of
pupils to be accommodated at the tables.

Shelf capacity

is figured at eight volumes to the running foot.

1he

number of tables should be sufficient to take care of
approximately fifteen per cent of the enrollment.
allowance should be made for growth.

A

Due

,,ork room with

running water should open from the reading room, an4 a
storage space should be provided for back numbers of

magazines. 12
The quarters of the library should be well lighted.
It is desirable to have windows on both sides of the room.
Ceiling is preferable if artificial lights have to be
used. 13
The teachers involved in this study were asked if
there was a variety of instructional materials; and
twelve said yes there was a variety of materials; six of
them replied no, and three gave no answer .

When they were

asked further if the material was up- to - date; .fourteen said
it was up- to-date, two said no, one said in some cases ,
and four gave no answer .

11

J ohn

w.

12
~·,
13

Brooker , Manual of Organization and Administration of High Schools, Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Educati onal Bulletin Number 6, Volume VIII,
August , 1940, pp . 593-594°
P•

Loc ._9.!! .

589.
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The teachers involved in this survey were asked
if the students were guided in the use of the instructional material ; eighteen of the teachers replied yes ,
and three gave no answer .
The teachers were asked if the library's physical
facilities were effective; they stated thus:

six said

yes; seven gave no answer, and eight said no.
The teachers were asked if they planned for instructional activities; they responded yes ; nineteen said
they planned for ·instructional activity and two gave no
answer.

When they were asked further if they could adapt

the learning activity to the needs of the individual;
eleven said yes; three, no; and seven, no answer whatever.
When the teachers were asked if they had proper
space to meet enrollment needs ; they stated thus:
the teachers replied yes; seven said no;
answer.

ten of

four gave no

In connection with the l ibrary they were asked if

they had a work room; nine said no, and three gave no
answer .
From all evidance gathered, there is a variety of
materials in all of the libraries and the largest portion
of this historical material is up-to-date.

A large por-

tion of the libraries have table space but most of them
do not have work rooms, which does not make the library
suitable for the history teachers to carry on their
activities.

Table 1 2 .

Code

la
lb

Instructional Materials
Have
Kep t
Guide
Variety Up - to- Pupils
Date
in Use

X

X
X
X
X

5a

X

X

5b
6a
6b
7
8

X

X

X

2

4

12a

14
15a
15b
16a
1 6b
16c
17a
17b
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1hey Are,;;.
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1
Fa.cil ts Effective

~,

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

V

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

..

.I\,

y

X
X
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Adapt
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Learn:i.ng
Act:i..vities
to n eeds of
Indivict als
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Proper
Sn ace for
Enrollm 1 t

Library
Equipped
t o Meet
needs

Have
Equipped
Library
\'ioi~kroom

X

...,,....
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

...

X

X

V

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
1.

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

~ : ;,~ 6a, 7 & 12a indicate tl'l.ey h ave partial facilities needed
II -.,f.,,. C J. .•
II
• •
d
.t!.i .1.e vive
qucs-..-;:i..on rea s: Are available facilities effective?

The writer feels that the library should have provision made for all the classes to be carried on in the
proper manner.

If the library is to help prepare the

whole child, there must be some space provided for the
learning activities to take place .

If adequate provisions

were made for the classroom library the congestion in the
main library would be alleviated .
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CHAPTER VII
USE OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES

Going places and seeing things are valuable in
helping the pu pil to broaden his experiences.

In the

going and the seeing there may be places of local interest.
It may be an enterprise , a government contact, or historic interest which prompts the p roject.

The activity

may take the group a greater distance to places in the
county, state , into another state, or across several
states • 1
These trips may serve one of the following purposes:

1

1.

To serve as a creative previ ew of a p roject
and for gathering instructional materials.

2.

To create situations for cultivating observations,
keeness , and discovery; to encourage children to
see and know things about them.

3.

To serve as a means of arousing specific interests--as in trees, birds , art productions and
historical settings.

4.

To supplement classroom instruction; to secure
definite informat ion for a specific unit.

5.

To supplement class discussins and conclusion
or individual experiences, and to verify previous
information.

A Guide to the Teachi
of the Social Studies in the
Secon ary Schools, Bu let n No .
Revised)
State Department of Education, Tallahassee,
Florida, 1948, p. 48.
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Planning and arrangements for the trip will be in
cooperation with the total school program. 2
The teachers covered in this study were asked if
they made use of the community resources.
yes, and three said no.

Nineteen said

In connection with this, they

were asked if they had visited any historical spot; and,
twelve said yes ; seven said no; and three gave no answer.
In relation to this, they were a sked if they had visited
any of these spots with their students.
six, no; and six, no answer.

Nine replied yes;

The teachers were asked if

they had not visited any historical places of interest to
give re asons.

Two teachers said no funds; one said not

allowed; one said no equipment; and one just stated other
reasons.

The remainder of the teachers gave no answer .

They were asked if they had visited a historical spot, and
if so had they built a unit around it?

Eleven replied no;

five, no answer; four, yes; one, yes and no.
From observation and in:f'ormation most teachers are
making use of community resources, but most of them a.re not
visiting historical places of interest.

Out of the twenty-

one teachers, nine had visited historical spots, but nineteen had visited other places acceptable to history and
social studies if they fall within the ultimate objective
of the course and the school program.

For example , a visit

Table

Code

1.:ake Use of
Connn. Re sources

: av e Historical
Spots Near School

13 .

USE OF COiiJWHITY REsa:~cES

Have Visited

Hist . Spots
Vii th Stud ' s

la
lb
2

4
5a
5b

6a
6b
7
8
12a
14
15a
15b
16a
1 6b

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

NorE :

,., 5a - Yes and Ho

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Have Built Unit -!}
Around ist. Spot
Near School

X
X

X
X
X

16c
17a
17b

Have not Visited Hist . Spots Due to
No
.1. ot
No
Other
Funds
Alloued
Equip ' t
.neasons

X

X
X

X
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to a factory in relation to a unit on the industrial
revolution is all right if the teacher guides the student
in facts h istorically and keeps in mind the purpose of
teaching h istory.

If as the result of the visit a stu-

dent might want to learn how to make a shoe, the teacher
would have a unit outside the subject-matter which would
meet the i mmediate needs of the child while satisfying
one of the ultimate objectives of the school program.
The majority of the tea chers have not built units around
their visits.

Some of them state that they &re not per-

mitted to visit the historical spots for various reasons.
If history is to do what is set forth in most of
the states' courses of study, all effort should be made on
the part of the community and the teachers to move all
obstacles that prevent the teachers of history from visiting his torical places throughout the nation.

The

majority of the schools in t h is study are located where
there are historical places of interest.
Teachers should never attempt to make a visit without pl anning .

In fact, this activity should grow out of

some discussion, or some other interest in class .

i'he

teacher must be cautious of these things because all
activities on the part of the teacher and child must stay
within the ultimate objectives of the school program and
the objectives of the course.
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The teachers in these schools have a clear idea of
the importance of teaching history but they should have a
better conception of the preparation necessary to make a
good history teacher .
Th.e task of what a teacher faces to teach the Negro
child is a problem that tea chers will have to solve themselves.

It is a problem for a teacher to teach that which

life does not confirm, and the resultant emotional conflicts which also involves the teacher increases the difficulty.
On the basis of our findings, there are people
teaching in the field of history who have not had undergraduate, nor graduate specialization either in history or
the techniques of teaching history.

Therefore, teachers

without these qualifications or their equivalent should
not be allowed to tea ch history on the secondary l evel.
A graduate specialization in history, after an undergraduate specialization in another field, especially if it is
one outside of the social sciences, will not, by its techniques and concentration, properly prepare a teacher for
the secondary level of history instruction .
While we agree with the state's new provisions for
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the improvement of instruction in history in principle,
yet we feel that the concentration on hours in the new
proposals does not take in consideration that hours may
be obtained in such a haphazard way as to defeat the
spirit of the proposal.

The study shows that teachers

should be discouraged from the practice of indiscriminate
changing of schools in order to fulfill the requirements
for professi onal development.
The t endency to increase· the number of different
preparations for the history teacher should be discouraged.
One further belief is that the teaching of history is a
full-time job.

All attempts to combine the teaching of

history with athletics, with excessive administrative
duties, with the te a ching of non-allowed fields as set
forth in the state's new proposals should be discouraged.
There is no field that has suffered more than the
field of history and it has been largely due to improper
methods of instruction by the teachers.

The new proposal

of the state makes no mention of the methods requirements
in the specialities set-up.

The misunderstandings in this

area revealed by this study indicate the need for greater
specialization and emphasis.

No teacher should be allowed

to teach on the secondary level unless he can demonstrate
that he has some appreciation and skills in the methods of
teaching history .
The functions of a ssigning, testing, and grading are
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applied to methods .
these areas .

The same uncertainty was exhibited in

The difficulties revealed in these areas may

arise from improper planning or from conditions over which
the instruction may not have any control.

Nevertheless,

proper formal training in methods and/or assignments,
testing, and grading, or in-service training programs
covering these areas will go a long way to sharpen skills
and clear up misunderstandings.
The equipment in all the schools was woefully
inadequate for the teaching of history, and the same
often applied to any ordinary classroom of instruction.
Practically all of the classes are still us ing the old
fashioned desks and in some instances, old fashioned
desks were attached to the floor.

It is difficult to see

how many of these classrooms pass examinations of an
accredited board.

We feel it is a r esponsibility of the

social studies' teacher to work through his pri ncipal
and supervisors to secure a permanent room in which a
laboratory might be establi shed, and to secure the proper
equipment for the de velopment of creative instruction.
Whatever administrative reason there might be for

the withholding of information of funds allotted to the
library from the instructional staff is nullified by the
fact that there must be close co-operation between the
staff and the library if the library collections are in
their respective areas, they should be built scientifically.
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Submitting periodical lists for purchasing are not sufficient participation in the library program to encourage a
real interest of the instructional staff in the library
program.

The pattern of supervision in the large cities

and t he suggested approach of the State Department tends
to encourage the idea that the library and the instructional area s are not integrated for a common program and
steps need to be taken all along the line to discourage
this att itude.
There is nothing the instructors can do about the
location of the library or his classroom where schools
have old plants.

Where new buildings are contemplated,

the librarians and the instructors have the responsibility
of seeing that the teaching facili t ies meet professional
standard s.
The instructor has the responsi bility of co- operating
with the librarian in building the proper atmosphere for
library usage and study habits .

Their common interests in

the development of positive learning should make co-partners
in any movement to improve library facilities in the
schools.

Without proper l i brary facilities the instructor

of history is helpless.

Wherever possi ble attempts should

be made to establish a classroom library.
Some of the teachers are making creative use of the
community resources to enrich their instruction .

The

teacher should be encouraged to make use of environmental
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factors in development of their teaching program.

There

is not a school in this survey where their surroundings
are so located to show richness in historical and other
community resources, to a degree to give l i ving a meaning
to their instruction .
'Ihe teachers are progressing gradually in spite of
handicaps.

Even though they do not clearly understand

methods, they are not completely unaware of the changes
or improvements in this highly controversial area.
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-

r'!-rr'I-!ODS OF T-, 'C"t.JIYC' HI f'Tf'RV Il-! T!i"'i' s~v-1-rr~T "CC'"?,.,DIT-:-;,D
w--r-1.0 HIGH scuooLS I." T""X '~ '.'."ICH '\R"": ::7:B~S
or TH-;; sol; ;-i·•...,,-,n· ·. ~SOCI ~TIOrl OF COLL"'""GPS
\HD SP.COND'IRY SCHOOLS

This questionnaire is being distributed to find out ~rhat
methods of tc~ching histor~ aro being used and mat o the r
devices, equipment and matel"'ials are availe1.ble in thi s
teaching process A

PURPOS"S:

TO THB PRil:CI?'\L: Please see that three of ~our history teachers,
including the Head of the Social Science )apartment, fi ll
out this form. Please nssist thGm. 1ith institutional
information.

S~CTIOIT ;\.

'i'hi s is concerned with the teacher rs training .
as indicated.

Sl:'CTIOF B.

Philosophy of teaching history: Please write in the s pac e
after each question what your reaction is .

r:: ....CTIONS

CH '11TS:

To be fi ll ec

C-K. In these sections, please check yes, no , or the appl icri.ble phrases as incica·ted.

Ch~rt 1 . Please give the author ' s full name and the t i tl e
of the book. Give the title of maps nnd ch,,_rts . L i s t the
equinment .
Ch::.rt 2 . Give the author and title of the books ; names of
th~ magazines; the titles of films and g lobes .
Chart 3 . Give the nams of the teacher or te1.chers ~no t ook
the students to visit t he historical ~l~ces; the number of
students i-rho visited e8.ch place, shovlng numb er of girls,
number of bo~s, and totnl number of students .
~lease retvrn this questionn,ire ns soon as possibl e to
Dr . George R. rbolfolk
r . o. Box 2391
rrairie Vicv• College
Prairie V$.eu, Texas

Signed:

Dr . Geor ge R . ~oolfol k , ?rof . of His t ory
Signed :
1.·reste:rfielc~ Kimb l e

A.

TEACi-.I.f, 1 S TiiAil.ING

Nruno of school
rlame of porson fillinc out questionnaire

Position or title

Age _______

Date

---------- ,
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I . Check the courses which are taught by you :

Off ored for 1
Courses

1

Ancient History
Modern Eistory
Anerlcan I:istory
~nglish I:istory
Texas Eistory
Latin American li1.story 1
I

Civics (Community)
Civics (A6vanced)
Economics
Sociology
Contemporary Problems '
Uegro History
Other Social Sciences :'
1•

2.
3.

Courses outside tho
f icld:

1.

2.

I

One

I

' One
Author
Sem. ' Year I

Textbook Used

Title

---

Pl ease incicate your preparation by checking the courses which
you had in college :

II .

' (Check in '
Seruostcr Hours Credit
' this Col. ) ' Uncergraduatc
Graduate

Courses
American Ristory
European History
Other fields of History :

Political Scionce
F.c0no>nics
Sociolo("y
rethocls of T0nchinf Soc i a l
Science and Iiistory
IiI.

'

Bachelor ' s derrce received:
(l!ame of Institut i on )

Ycn.r

Hajor

1.'i i nor

IV . Gra.duo.tc \'IOrlc :
(l:a.r10

of Inst 1 tut ion)

(Dates Attended)

--- -- - - - ------ ------V, ~08\tions held before present position :

(Position or Tit l e)

--·- - - - - - - - - -

(Pl ace )

(Dates)

1. ··.n.:t ir.l")orto.nc,: C:o you o.ttc.ch to tho tcachi!'l:

of history?

2., 1:Jhat , in your concept ion , is the i..rnporto.nce of t co.chin[; history

in our social ordcr f

.... . .,., ".t ::,rc ..... ~rc..t.:.on

co

"'Jhat values sr.oulct cmercc fron this tcl'chtrl[?

vou tt1ink a o~rson should

m!:l~H:

in order to

' • ','bat tcsk do rou th.ink most NeE.,ro teachers have in the teaching
::>f ~istory to the iTc[ro child ?

'i.1 opic?

Chapter·?
Units?
2 . Do

YO'!

as 1c quos t ions wh ilc you arc tcuchinf.,?

Yes
No

3 . Do you ullo':: f0 1 lr stuc'cnts to ask quest ions?

Yes
No

4 . Do you ~nsvcr their questions or l eave it for then to look up later
nnd answer thc~sclvcs?
!,.nswcr
Lca.vc: for stuccrts to uns,;rcr
5 . Do 7ou let the stuCc~ts r~citc in clcss sonc d2ys or do they recite
CV( r:,- G.D.;?
S,..,'LC days
:Cvcr:r day

----

6 . Do ~-ou L . c tun

s o:-.'.c c" o.ys or c vc ry Cny?

Sor.10 d::.'..:ts
E\·c ry CD)'

7 . !Jocr- :;our 1'"!(.,tf'lod of tu.1.chin.:_ ver:t fro!..;. unit to unit?
1-'ror~ cxcrc isc t0 1.,xc,rc isc ·?

Yes

no
Yes
No

8 . Do you stick to an; pcrticular ~cthod ?
..Ih:-: t rx thod or CO'"lbinr:t ion do you use?

D. h.SS IGl:ii :El!TS
1 . ···he. n d--i ::·o-l n~.kc your r-,sJ i;;rrcnt fo1~ the next cxC'rc isc?
::?C'f0rc class?
Aftc-r cl'lss?

2 . Lor: .mch t i¥.l\., ( .. o you allow for this?
3.

i;~ :,·ou finb:1

your c.ssi 6 n·:1cnts:. cc..cb clc.ss

Fi vc r.1in . ?
Ten nin . ?
n1.,(.

t in:
·
?.

Yes
ilo

4 . Dr:> you l e ~vc un.f inishc,·: nss itn...,cnt s for the s tudcnt s to wor1c out?

Or , do you incluf.c., th0;1 in tr..c nvxt n.ssitnr1cnts?

Yes
Ho

5 . ·.1ihc.t do yo.1 c";.o about i.1co.·'1plctc \:ork?
Lcc.vc: for spec ia.l L..ss icn:··cnt
Spc.c inl reports

6 . IJo your studcr,ts CO!.lC to you after cl::tss a.ncl CO!'lpl a.in th:.1.t they
Yes

failed to u.'tdcrstc.r.d your c.ssignt1cnt?

7 . Do the: tell :,·ou th~t your- ass icnricnts arc too lonb c.nd cor1plica.tod?
Yes
No

E.

TEST IlTG PROGRA:,

True c.nd fo.lsc
Co"l.plc,t ion
: J.tching
Essay
2 . l.Jo you usv sl.1.ort quizzes?

Yc.,s
Ho

3 . Do ~-o .... L iVv p<:rioc:.ic <,xc..:li~w.tions?

Ycs
l.o

If so,

h::)VJ

cftcn?

Twicv a sc ..".os tc,r
Once, a s c 1E:;s t0r
Ofter.er

4 . ":ih-:t c1"tcr·;incs the. nU!"lbcr of questions you ho.vo in cc.ch cxnnina.tion?

5 . HO\! ruch t irr do yo l ri vc for co.ch?
1

6 . Do

~-0,1

usC' the st8.nd,,rdizt.d History tests?

.1.

hour
1 hour
2 hours
2

Yes
!To

7 . Docs trc.. st1....f'f help cxa..unc the validity o.nd rcliabilitj of do.ta
Yes
in co1;L"'l.Crcial tc..sts wl:ich o.ro used?

No
8 . Do you seek ncthods to b1provc., the MO.rkinf of essay 0xo.r., inat ions?

Yes

No
9 . Do thG uun~ls n~rticipcte in the cvGluntion of their own procress
in the l c~rninr; cctivitics?
Yes

No

1 . :Iov: d~ you detl-rt"tinc your final sro.dc?

Final cxa."1.inat ion
Periodic cxuminntions
bxan:.nation o.nc. outside assic;nr1cnt or projects
Pl..,rioc. i c cxa.:1ino.tion, duily rocitc.t.:.on, finc.l
oxo.1ination and projc..cts

2 . Do 'JO..,. h ....v1., the students prcoa.rc notebooks c.t the end of
th(. sc·-:-.cs'cc1·?
Yer-

No
.3 ~ Do y0u hc.vc thv students present notebooks o.s
t~c rvquirc~ents of the course near the end?

£:.

s~tisfnc-ci:,n e,f
Yv:
No

Or , d()

hnvc the..., turn in notebooks ut tho ond of C".cri

)T0u

unit?

Yes
~

No

4 • ..Jo ;lo'

•ivc th,~ stul.:icnts nn outline fro!""! v•hich t0 vrorl{? Yes
No

,)r , d '

l"~vc

.. )'1

thc"".1 to drnw u ") their own ouc :!.incs?

')r ' c: ':) t'r: -.:- stu>
r ..

-

J

d)

..
Li

4',f
• ~

..

i

~

~)~'

rciscs for co.ch ch~.l')tc-.·?

t ·'-A ..::;, : xt·1·c is._ s for

(.;QC' i

ur1~....

)

---

Yes
Yes

G.
1. Do

~'O'l

J.48

EQUIPl.LNT

hc..vc c soc i c.l scicncr ho,.,c roo..., or do you hc.vc o. social

Home Roon
Socia l science la~oratory
2 . Arc t'1c s0c·i2..j_ s t·1c ics c o:-ic1uc tcd i'1 u classroo"'.1 le.born t ory s i tun t ion
w~ic'! prnvic'cs for a vnr·icty of n..ctivitics?
Yes

no
3 . Is t'1.c c lc.ss1 0or.i cqn i ".l xd wit'
1

"'lovc,blc furni turc thri.t can be
Yes
lTo

4 . Arc. there b-::iok s:1-.lvcs provided thc..t a.re.: rc:-d il:: ~ccc,ssi:)lc?
Y<..s

i;o
Yes

Ib
6 . ...re. th...,rc f iJ..in~ · cs:..bincts prov iclcd ·?

Y<. s

no
7 . Cc.nth.., classroY1 be d~rkcncC for cffLctivc use of visu~l ai~s?
Yoe
·r
1,0

8 . I3 thcrr_: visu~.l a id cquipr1r:nt ,

includir..r fil:,s?

Yc,s

9 . Is t1v re sucl"' aucl io - rquir.ncrit ns radio , phonorruph ".nd record in[.::
~~c0i~, s ~v~ i l~clr for cl~ssroo~ uso?
Yes

ro
10 . Is th·rc.: anv di3p:ny or exhibit spucr provided?

Yes

ro

Eo
13 • .r-. . rc. t:1<.rc, .... s;c ~ ~.i.'~lc, s~or .[(. f ~ci litics . .:ivc.iL.,\ lc for r.10dc ls,
s.._)CCi ~(..l:_s ~.r.c s __ iJ.l..... r instructional equipment?- ~
Yes

Ko
1~ • :.,ic:.. ,1ou ~nc~ th<- e:tudcnts select the Lquip1uc:nt ~re,, 1-}nv'- ?
Jr , ·.-c.s it pr(.scritcd b.; the scr...ool course, of stud--r?
Or, ~:d yo·-~ t,;.-10o&c, it -lot1c.?
.LS .

thv cquip•·,-:..~1t be usc.,d ir1 ::tll

thr social stuC:.ics?

Yc.s

no

----

16. ':.hr>t ldnr=i o~ oq11.i·•r'cnt c1 o "'0
n1n0::-o lj_f't on ch,.,rt b""l.o··,.

1 •

h;->_~re in yo,,r cl1F":-roo·1 or li"'bor~tory?

~:.

Il

c'I

l

'

.!I - . . . -- -

-

i
I

.!

c1I
p

....,

C".l

I

. .1 ___ . .. - -- · . . . . . ---- -- -- - - - - - - - - ---- - - -

LIBhu.HY BUlJG-HT ALlJ FUiJIJS

l;v
1. How many books i n tho Social Studi~s do you have in your librc.ry?
2 . How do you se l ect your books f or the library?

Recomncnd thom
Books arc bought for the library by soncono else
Yes

3; Do you hnve a.n annual budget for your librc.ry?

No

Yes
No

Is there an allotment for the purchase of books?
ij .

Yes

Is there o.n ull otMont for ~or i odico.ls?

no
6 . Is there a fina.ncio.l provision for the purchc.sc or rental and c1.rc

of Audio .. v isual rmtcrio.l?

Yes

:r-ro
?. Is there a financial provision for t~c ca.re and repair of libr~ry

Ma.tcric.ls?

Yes

No
8 . Is there :-.. s:,rsto:-1 of account inG for library .funds?

Yes

Ho
9 . Please list your library na.t~ rinls on Cha.rt 2 , next pa.cc .

I.

ACCESSIBILITY OP TEE LIBRARY

1. Arc t~c library facilities readily accessible to the pupils?
Yes

no
2. 1\Thcrc is the l ibrary l oco. tod?

On the ca...;1pus
In tho city
3 . Arc the libra.r~ ~atcrio.ls selected in relt:t ion to tho needs of
your cducntionul pro~rn~?
Yes

no
4 . To what extent do ~onbcrs of the teaching st~ff assist in the
selection of libr~ry ~o.terials?
They select a.11
They select p::.r t
They do not assist
5 . To wha.t e.:-.:tcnt is connic.orc.t i on [ivcr. to outsta.ndiP..fl' events
a.c ti v "J. t"1es , or environ.':!.cnt2l chc,rc.c tcrist 1cs of the conrtuni t:l in
the selection of the ~~te,r i~ls?
They consifcr c.11 of this
The,;r consider pc.rt of this
They lo ~tve, it out co:- plctcly
<.J

,

1

Cho.rt 2 .

LIB-ql\.RY F 'T.,.,lI 'LS

-t

--·-· -~aj;ho;· ·-:-~ •J°:~~·Tit\; ··· ·· · · · ·_]. _,,, r<1zin aa .

naRs

~-Tj!l_o;:s-7___._]J

lm_s ____

...

~

1 ~ Is there

-0

Yes

variety of instructional natcrial?

no

Yes
No
3 . Arc the pupils guided in the proper anc effective use of the
instructional Materials?
Yes
Ho
~ . Ar0 there physical faciliti es to Meet the instructional ~ctivitics
for the teaching of Histor7?
Yes
2 . Arc the instructional ;1.atcrio. ls kept up - to- d.:::.te?

'To

Yes

5 . Arc the avu i lo.blc physical fo.clllties effective?

l';O

6 .. Do you pl::m for i nstructional activities?

Yes

no
7 . Can you adapt your le~rni n[; uctivitics to the needs of the
inC::.ividua.ls?
Yes
lfo
8 . Do you have prop0r space to Meet the enrolment needs?

Y0s
No

9. Has the., l ibro.ry the cqu ipncnt to ncot libro.ry nee,ds?

Yes
lb

10 . Do you hc.vc., n.n equipped libro.r y work roon?

YL-S

1To

K.

USE OF COiE::r.IrGTY F:ESOURCES

1 . Do you MO.KO use of con~unity resources us a. ~cn~s of enriching and
oxp~nd i nr- thC' l c~'.rnin(" activities?
Yes _ _ _
No
2 . Arc there an:,.- historical spots c..round your school?

3 . I:o.vc you visited nny of thcr1 with. yonr students?

Yes

No

Yes

No

4 . If 7,·ou ha.vo not , who.t re-a.son have you for not r:;oinr- to visit sor10

of then?

rO

f u..''K"!. S
not c.llm1cd

rTo cq_ui~.cnt

Other

5 • Eave ~-ou built r..ny unit around a.r. historical spot ncC'.r your school?

Yes

Ho

6 . List the places you have visited a.nd the nw1bcr of students

c.c co~panyin 0 you there on Che.rt 3 , next pc.cc.•

Ch'l.!'t 3.

- - --·- ----Teo.chor
--- - ____ Teacher _

.

HI~TORIC~L SPOTS VISIT~D

Historical
- - -~-- -- ...... ·- --- - -------

Spot

Plo.ce

Nruno

pourse

I

Number of Students
Girls ' Bo:vs
Toto.l

j

!

l

l

!

._,
~

I
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APPENDIX B
Social Studies

College Approval Basis

The program should provide for grounding in the

content of Social Sciences pertinent to high school teaching and for advanced level work in h istory and at least
one other social sciences.

Colleges should be free to

employ composite or broad field courses

Attention to cur-

rent developments in the social sciences should be pronounced and provisions should be made for equipping the
student with knowledge of suitable materials and methods
for teaching social sciences in high school.
Approximate semester hours content
Provisional

30

Standard

48

Professional

60

Validity
The social studies designation is v alid for the

teaching of any or all social studies in secondary schools.
(d-1 to d-4)

Social Science Field

A subject designation may be secured in any single
social science subject (history, government, economics,
or sociology) by completing requirements below.

155
College Approval Basis
The program should include study of each of the
major aspects or subdivisions of subjects named, supporting work in related social sciences and methods and materials for the teaching of the subject.
Approximate Semeste~ Hour Content
Provisional

30, including at least 9 semester hours of
junior or senior rank in subject named

48,

including at least 12 semester hours

of courses, junior or senior rank in
subject named 60, including at least 30
semester hours of courses of senior or
graduate rank, at least

24

hours of which

shall be in subject named.
Validity
The subject designations or valid for teaching in
following subjects are:
History:

valid for history, civics, and
contemporary problem.

Government:

valid for civics, contemporary

problems .
Economics :

v a lid for economics , contemporary
problems.

Sociology:

valid for soci ology, contemporary

problems. i
1

Texas Education Agency, et al., A Report Compiled from
the Statewide Study on Certi ficat i on, 1951-1952,
pp . 46-47 .

